TOWN OF ROBBINS

REGULAR BOARD MEETING AGENDA
Thursday, November 8, 2018 at 6:00 p.m.
Town Hall-101 N. Middleton Street
Call to Order
Invocation
Pledge of
Allegiance
Approval of
Agenda
Approval of
Consent Agenda

All items listed here are considered routine and will be enacted by one motion. No separate discussion will
be held, except upon request from a member of the Board of Commissioners.
•
•
•
•

Public Address to
the Board of
Commissioners

October Regular Board Session Minutes
NC Deed of Easement Parcel # 862114444275
NC Deed of Easement Parcel # 862002982148
NC Deed of Easement Parcel # 862114430984

Any individual or group who wishes to address the Board shall make a request to be on the agenda to the
Town Clerk or chief administrative officer. Any and all public addresses to the Board shall be limited to five
minutes.

Recognitions

•

Teacher of the Month – La Sanya Moseley

Reports

•
•

Managers’ Report
Code Enforcement Report

Discussion &
Possible Action

•
•
•
•

NCG Robbins Compensation Study
FEMA Disaster Relief Strategy
Food Trucks
Other Matters

Comments by
Commissioners

David Lambert
Brandon Emory

Limited to 5 Minutes

Adjournment

These documents were distributed for your information prior to the meeting. Special accommodations for individuals
with disabilities or impairments will be made upon request to the extent that reasonable notice is given to the Town.

CONSENT AGENDA

1

Town of Robbins Board of Commissioners Regular Board Meeting

2

Thursday, October 18, 2018 at 6:00 PM

3

Rescheduled from October 11, 2018

4

Location: 101 N. Middleton Street

5

Call to Order by Mayor Lonnie B. English at 6:00 PM. In attendance: Mayor, Lonnie B English,
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Commissioners: Brandon Phillips, Kevin Stewart, Terri Holt, and Joey Boswell. Town Manager, David
Lambert; Town Attorney, TC Morphis, and Town Clerk, Debbie Daggett.
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Invocation Mayor Lonnie B English

10

Pledge of Allegiance Lonnie B English
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Approval of Agenda – Commissioner Phillips made the motion to approve the Agenda with the following
changes:
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•

Delete Declaration to Rescind State of Emergency.
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Add to new Business:
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•
•
•

50-50 Grant Resolution
Designation of Applicants Agent,
The Old Police Building
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Commissioner Phillips motion to approve the Agenda with changes was approved.
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Consent Agenda – Commissioner Boswell made the motion to approve the Consent Agenda.
Commissioner Holt found two errors in the September Minutes.
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•

•

Planning Board Member Appointment – the vote recorded in the minutes had the appointments
approved by 5 Commissioners and opposed by 1. It should have been approved by 4
Commissioners and opposed by 1. In error I included Mayor English in the count.
Bid on Old Police Station – the vote recorded in the minutes showed the bid was approved by 4
Commissioners and Opposed by 2. It should be recorded as approved by 3 and opposed by 2. In
error I included Mayor English in the count.
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The Consent Agenda was approved with changes to the minutes.
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Teacher of the Month – September - Karen Bentley from Elise Middle School was honored by the Board
of Commissioners. Manager Lambert read her application.
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“Mrs. Bentley's class is an enriching experience for all who enter. She has a unique way of reaching all her
students not only through music, but with opportunities to connect with the music on a variety of levels.
She continually provides her students with experiences to connect with music by building their
background knowledge of composers, explaining the history of the time, or the story behind the music.”
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Mayor English thanked Mrs. Bentley and presented her with her Teacher of the Month Certificate along
with a few gift certificates and candy.
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Teacher of the Month – October – Amelia Caviness from High Falls Elementary was honored by the Board
of commissioners. Manager Lambert read her application.
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“The Highfalls School Family nominates Mrs. Amelia Caviness as the Robbins Town Council Teacher of the

Month for October. As a master Elementary School Teacher, Mrs. Amelia Caviness designs instruction
that provides individualized learning experiences while incorporating critical thinking and problem-solving
skills. While visiting her class, viewing her Twitter Page, or as a parent enrolled in On-Line Seesaw Student
Portfolios it is evident that her students are always actively engaged through aligned curriculum standards
with connections to social and global awareness.
Daily, Mrs. Caviness strives to ensure students are educated with a foundation of rigor, collaboration, and
emotional / physical safety. She designs with innovation and is actively involved with Robotics. Through
her leadership the Highfalls Robotics Team presented to educators across NC at the Spring NCTIES
Conference in Raleigh! She is a valued member of the school, as well as within the community, and holds
to the traditions of the Northern Moore Rural Heritage with Community Schools. She treats everyone
with respect and has a servant’s heart for all children as well as to her husband and two children. Mrs.
Caviness is a true advocate for Public Schools and is a model educator who is dedicated and determined
to make a positive difference in children’s lives.”
Mayor English thanked Mrs. Caviness and presented her with her Teacher of the Month Certificate along
with a few gift certificates and candy.
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The Town of Robbins appreciates the dedication the hard work of our Teachers!
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Public Hearings
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Vapers Shack – Commissioner Boswell made the motion to open the Public Hearing. Mayor English read
the Quasi – Judicial requirements, asked anyone who was going to provide evidence to please sign in to
do so. Present was Noelle and James Dunn owners and operators of Vapers Shack. Mayor English publicly
affirmed the Dunn’s. Mayor English asked if any of the Commissioner’s needed to recuse themselves.
Commissioner Holt asked to be recused since she is the owner of the property and landlord of the Vapers
Shack. Commissioner Boswell made the motion the accept Commissioner Holt’s request to be recused.
All approved, and it was established that Commissioner Holt would not participate in the vote. Mayor
English continued that first we will hear from Town Staff and then from the applicant. Rebuttals from
citizens would follow that testimony. Mayor English asked Manager Lambert to begin staff presentation.
Manager Lambert stated that Vapers Shack LLC submitted a Special Use permit to add gaming
tables/skilled gaming devises to their business at 131 Salisbury Street. It is currently a retail vape shop and
zoned CBD. The other businesses in the area are, banks, insurance agency, restaurants, and other retail
shops. This is a Quasi-Judicial hearing in that it asks if it meets the Land Requirements as listed below.
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The Board may deny the permit if either of these criteria apply. (Sec. 152.045 (I)(4) and (L)(3). Additionally,
the Board may approve the permit with reasonable conditions, if it determines that such conditions are
necessary to ensure that project,
1. The use materially endangers the public health or safety or
2. The use will substantially injure the value of the adjourning or abutting property.
3. Will be in harmony with the area in which it is located, or
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4. Will be in conformity with the official Robbins Zoning Map, land use plan, thoroughfare.
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Manager Lambert continued that the applicant is not looking to have a full-scale Game Room. They
opened a Vape Shop in April and have a tasting bar and now would like to add 3-4 game machines for
customers entertainment. Manager Lambert stated that this did go to the Planning Board and it was
approved to go before the Board of Commissioners. Commissioner Boswell asked about the legality. Town
Attorney Morphis stated that there are good laws on the books that prohibit game rooms. What is in
question is if the next generation of gaming machines out now comply with the current statutes. The
advice given Towns is to treat your zoning issues separately. Attorney Morphis continued if someone is
approved for zoning, that does not address if it applies with criminal statutes or not. Attorney Morphis
continued that if the Police Department or Sheriff’s Department determine down the road this is illegal,
that will be a separate issue. Police Chief Rob Tew said it was his understanding while it is caught up in
legal issues that no investigations can be done. Attorney Morphis stated it is often case by case based on
the technology they are using. Commissioner Stewart asked if this gaming will be any different than what
is at the other Game Room? Manager Lambert said there is no distinction between the games. Manager
Lambert continued the scope is different between the number of games. Vapers Shack only wants 3-4
games. Commissioner Phillips asked if they had another Game Room or have they had gaming machines
at other businesses. The Dunn’s said they do not. The Dunn’s continued that they will be closed on
Sunday, and it is an adult business only. Everyone is carded. There is an apartment upstairs, and so they
will not remain open as late as the Town allows. At this point Attorney Morphis stated he was researching
something regarding this request, and asked Mayor English for a five-minute recess before closing the
Public Hearing. Mayor English approved the recess and The Attorney, TC Morphis, and Manager, David
Lambert, met in Manager Lambert’s office.
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Manager Lambert and Attorney TC Morphis came back after a fifteen-minute recess. Mayor English called
us back in session. Manager Lambert stated that after looking at the Ordinance 152.128.1 an update was
made to the UDO in December 2017 which states the following:
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(A) Spacing Requirements. (1) Each electronic gaming operation must be a minimum of 500 feet from
any building being used as a dwelling. (2) Each electronic gaming operation must be a minimum
of 2,000 feet from any other electronic gaming operation.
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Manager Lambert continued that is would be necessary to withdraw this application since it is only 1500
Feet from the Game Room by Just Save, and there is an apartment directly above Vapers Shack. Manager
Lambert continued that he would have to withdraw his statement that it met UDO requirements. Manager
Lambert said we would fully refund the application fee since it does not meet the UDO. Commissioner
Holt asked how did the other Game Rooms meet the requirements? Attorney Morphis stated that first we
need to verify if there is a payout. If there is not a payout then they are not illegal. Manager Lambert state
that the Ordinance was pending when the Game Room by Just Save was approved. This Ordinance would
not apply to that Game Room. Commissioner Holt asked about the Game Room at the Cross Roads, and
manager Lambert and attorney Morphis stated that it could have been approved and allowed. There was
some discussion that the Game Room at the Cross Roads did not meet the requirements either. Manager
Lambert said it was his understanding that since it was approved that we would have to allow it. Attorney
Morphis suggested they can look at it next week and determine what work has been completed to that
Game Room. Attorney Morphis continued that this application has been withdrawn, since it does not
meet the UDO. Commissioner Boswell made the motion to close the Public Hearing. All approved.
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Randy Saunders and Williams Tire & Auto – Mayor English stated he already went through the QuasiJudicial introduction. Did anyone need to be sworn in. Manager Lambert stated that no one was present
for the Public Hearing. Mayor English asked if any of the Commissioners needed to be recused. No one
requested to be recused. Commissioner Boswell made the motion to open the Public Hearing. Manager
Lambert said Randy Saunders submitted two Special use Applications for Underdog Garage and Williams
Tire for temporary vehicle storage. Commissioner Boswell inquired if we would do the Public Hearing for
Underdog Garage and Williams Tire together. Manager Lambert said it is under the same Ordinance and
attorney Morphis said it would be OK if the applicant did not mind. Since the applicant was not present it
was agreed upon by the Commissioners to do both requests together. Manager Lambert talked with
Randy Saunders prior to his submitting his applications. Under Dog Garage is not in compliance and
Williams Tire and Auto is complying. Manager Lambert continued that Under Dog repairs vehicles and
there are a lot of vehicles parked out there. Even if the Special Use permit passes they will still be in
violation because of the Temporary Vehicle Storage Ordinance. The steps would be to get the permit
which would allow temporary vehicle storage and then follow the ordinance for temporary vehicle
storage. The decision tonight is not saying everything out there is acceptable. It is a pathway to correct it.
Commissioner Boswell asked about another shop across the way. It has a good number of vehicles out
there too. Would they be out of compliance as well? Manager Lambert stated he was not sure that that
Code Enforcement has issued a complaint regarding this property. Manager Lambert continued that there
was also a fence around that property. Manager Lambert stated if you have a repair shop and vehicles
that are being worked on, those vehicles can be on the property. If you are just storing vehicles like you
would on a car lot or using for your personal use, this would not be the same thing. Commissioner Phillips
asked are the applicants not required to be here? How can we make decisions when questions cannot be
answered? Attorney Morphis stated that if the applicant meets the UDO they are presumed entitled to
the permit. Unless there have been previous violations regarding the four findings:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The use materially endangers the public health or safety or
The use will substantially injure the value of the adjourning or abutting property.
Will be in harmony with the area in which it is located, or
Will be in conformity with the official Robbins Zoning Map, land use plan, thoroughfare.

Commissioner Boswell asked why Williams Tire and Auto was asking for a Special Use since they were
complying. Attorney Morphis advised we could decide separately. Commissioner Stewart said there are
plenty of vehicles stored at Williams Tire too. Manager Lambert said it would be up to the Code
Enforcement Officer to determine if the property was being used for Temporary Vehicle Storage, and it
has been determined that Under Dog Garage is doing this. Mayor English said he said he is concerned
about vehicles parked on the side of the grave yard. These vehicles have grass growing up in it.
Commissioner Stewart said cars are lined up out front as if they are for sale. He continued the application
states it is a personal garage. Is it his business or a personal garage? Manager Lambert stated it is a
commercial property. If they put a for sale sign on a vehicle. That would be OK, but it is not OK to use it as
a car lot. Manager Lambert continued it can be a hair-splitting process for the applicant and Boards as
well. What we want to do is look at this as they are out of compliance and want to get into compliance
and move forward giving that assumption regarding any legal action. Mayor English stated that the
applicant needs to be here. Based on what has been said, no one wants to go against them. Yet, we do
need to ask questions to find out specifically what their plans are. Right now, there is a truck sitting out
there with grass growing into it. Mayor English continued that it is a safety hazard. Attorney Morphis
stated there are two possible decisions.
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1. The application is denied because it does not comply with our ordinances.
2. Keep the Public Hearing open until next month and request the applicant come in to answer the
Commissioner’s questions or it will be denied.
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Commissioner Stewart stated that Mr. Saunders turned in this application, he knew about the hearing,
and he chose not to be here. Commissioner Phillips asked if they had contacted us to say they couldn’t be
here? Manager Lambert stated no. Manager Lambert continued that the application was submitted
because our Code Enforcement officer told them they were out of compliance, and that the application
for a Special Use permit would be needed to try and get them into compliance. Commissioner Stewart
asked what the penalties were to date on this property. Attorney Morphis stated that Brandon probably
has not issued penalties yet since we are trying to work this out. Commissioner Stewart stated that Code
Officer Emory needs to do his job. Attorney Morphis stated he was doing his job, and simply giving the
owners time to come into compliance. If the permit is denied tonight and it becomes an illegal use he said
Brandon will most likely issue civil penalties and if necessary, get a court order to shut it down. Manager
Lambert stated he wanted to go on the record to show the notice given to the applicant. Notice in the
paper. Notice put outside of the businesses. Letters were sent to every adjacent property owner. Manager
Lambert spoke personally to Mr. Saunders regarding the Board of Commissioners meeting that was
supposed to happen on October 11, 2018. Unfortunately, that meeting was postponed due to Hurricane
Michael. We put the ad for Public Hearing in the paper again to advertise the new meeting date October
18, 2018. Manager Lambert also verified with Clerk, Debbie Daggett that she left voice mail messages and
email messages at numbers we have used previously to contact them. I agreed that I did do that.
Commissioner Stewart asked when we hired our first Code Enforcement Officer? Everyone agreed it was
either 2012 or 2013. Commissioner Boswell said we have two choices. Either leave the hearing open and
see if they will come next month or deny the application. Attorney Morphis suggested that before the
Commissioners decide, let’s see if the resident present in the meeting wanted to speak. Mrs. Laura Ann
Brady said she has been at her friend’s house and she has seen the mess. She continued that they are
hauling vehicles out during the night. Mrs. Brady is concerned for her friend, and her friend is nervous and
uncomfortable to speak up since these are her neighbors. Attorney Morphis suggested that we swear in
Mrs. Laura Ann Brady, and Manager Lambert did. Attorney Morphis stated it would be a good idea if the
Commissioners had information about the property that they wanted to share to please do so. They can
deny the application for a lack of information, but if there are other known reasons it would be good to
bring those out. Commissioner Boswell stated he felt the property is a public safety hazard. Mayor English
agreed with Commissioner Boswell. Mrs. Laura Ann Brady also stated there were a lot of tires stacked up
on the property. Mayor English stated that there are other businesses that do the same thing but follow
the rules. Commissioner Stewart said the way he sees it, this applicant has not complied since the first
Code Enforcement Officer they hired. He felt that was long enough. Mayor English continued that they
previously tried to work with this applicant. Things did get cleaned up for a short period of time, but then
they went right back to doing things that showed they did not take the request seriously. Commissioner
Phillips made the motion to close the Public Hearing. All approved. Commissioner Boswell made the
motion to deny both Special Use applications due to a Public Safety Hazzard, lack of evidence, and the
applicant’s intent not to comply with the UDO. All approved. Attorney Morphis said this was very clear
and he will prepare an order for Mayor English to sign.
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Managers’ Report/FEMA Hurricane Update – David Lambert
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Manager Lambert stated that Catherine Anderson from FEMA was not present, and he would give his
report and a FEMA update combined. Since we last met we have had three declarations of emergency
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and two hurricanes. Manager Lambert said it has been an incredibly busy time and he has sent the Board
of Commissioners updates via email. We are about 1.7 Million dollars in damages to the Main Pump
Station and the Out-Fall Lines. We have had a lot of news coverage regarding this. We have had a lot of
State Representative come to see how they can contribute. Manager Lambert found out today that there
are Golden Leaf Opportunities for waste water systems. Manager Lambert commended all the staff, Police
Department, Fire Department, and Street Department who have worked hard during this storm. We have
had historical flooding and we lost power. Manager Lambert stated that it is abundantly clear that we are
not able to prepare or respond adequately to a natural disaster. He feels we are getting there. Moore
County has loaned us a pump, so we can by pass our main pump station. We do need to purchase a pump
since at some point Moore County will want their pump back. Manager Lambert stated that the Fire
Department did a good job preparing and Manager Lambert was grateful they had a generator, so he
could continue to work. Manager Lambert is concerned, as he knows the Board is, about how they will
get the money for repairs. Manager Lambert continued he is looking at all funding sources. It is going to
cost a lot of money just to get us back where we were. This will not include what infiltrated our waste
water system. There is a lot of work to do and we do not have a lot of people. Manager Lambert is hoping
for some special allocations from the General Assembly, and he is looking for money from insurance,
FEMA, Golden Leaf etc. Manager Lambert said this is significant. We have $300,000 in our Fund Balance
in our Enterprise Fund and that will not even cover a couple of pumps. Manager Lambert hopes that this
calendar year they can have a meeting to get a plan and understanding of what we need to do. He
continued these storms will continue so we need to make the necessary plans to protect our
infrastructure. Manager Lambert said he has good documentation for FEMA, and he did not make any
purchases relating to the disaster declarations that would allow him to make purchases up to $50,000.
The Emergency Declarations have been rescinded as of October 16th. Manager Lambert stated that we
will be asking FEMA for $18,000 in equipment costs and Kim Williams is working on personnel costs.
Manager Lambert continued he believes they will be submitting a claim for $25,000 and this is just for
disaster response. This is not for repair or recovery. Commissioner Holt asked if insurance will cover what
needs to be fixed. Manager Lambert said they would pay for repairs before replacement unless the items
were an older model and no longer available. If we wanted to replace an item, we would have to make up
the difference. Manager Lambert continued that Hurricane Matthew happened two years ago and only
one -two percent of the funds have been released. Millions of dollars have not yet been dispersed because
of political infighting and red tape. Manager Lambert said we could get a CDBG Grant for disaster recovery
and it would still be two to three years before funds would be released. Manager Lambert is looking to
find stability for those three years. We were just one inch away from of it overflowing, during Hurricane
Michael, in the main pump station. That would have been raw waste water overflowing. Manager Lambert
was thankful the pump worked. Commissioner Stewart asked about the pump from Moore County. Could
FEMA find us one to borrow so we could give the County theirs back. Manager Lambert said possibly. We
have a loan from Rural Water for a generator, but none of our Lift Stations have generator hook ups. We
must spend money out of our budget on these things. Mayor English said he heard we were supposed to
receive $5,000 a month. Are we receiving that? Manager Lambert said no. Manager Lambert said in the
$20,000 we are counting $60 per hour that the pump is being used. This will be part of our FEMA
reimbursement. Manager Lambert opened this portion of his report up to questions regarding Hurricane
Florence and Hurricane Michael. Manager Lambert also thanked Commissioner’s Boswell and Stewart and
Mayor English for all their help with the electrical outage and getting power restored. Commissioner Holt
asked what the hold up was with the power outage. Commissioner Boswell stated that everyone reported
the outage via their phones, but we were unable to talk with live representatives. It was not until they
could talk with a person at Duke Power that a 911 ticket was created. Commissioner Boswell said it was
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an emergency and there really needs to be other options to choose in an emergency. Mayor English also
knew of a situation where Duke Power was not aware of an outage and this was on Sunday. Commissioner
Stewart stated that when the Fire Department responds to a line down they report it to the County
dispatch. Mayor English said we do need a plan for future storms and making sure a 911 ticket is issued.
Police Chief Rob Tew said even 911 was unable to get through to Duke Power for a period. A lot of stuff
was reported, but not followed up on. Chief Tew suggested that as a town we look at the outage map and
resubmit anything that is not showing reported. It was decided that while we did well, we need to develop
an Emergency Plan. Commissioner Stewart said Randolph Electric often beat the Fire Department to a call
regarding a pole or downed line.
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High Falls Dam – Manager Lambert said there was a different tone to this meeting. They have agreed to
postpone any work on the High Falls Dam for one year. Manager Lambert said Wild Life was there and
they said it was very optimistic to think it could be completed in the way it was presented earlier this year.
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Aberdeen Carolina Western Rail Road – Manager Lambert went to their meeting yesterday and they are
communicating putting the Brownfield site on their Development Boards.
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Embers – Manager Lambert stated the Embers event was a big success! A good time was had by all.
Manager Lambert thanked the Mayor for getting the Embers here and Yanni Kakuros for sponsoring half
the event. The other half came from Economic Development fund. We had about four hundred people in
attendance. Commissioner Holt said she had a wonderful time, but someone approached her saying it
was not advertised. It was suggested that it should have been put on WEEB. Manager Lambert said he did
send it to WEEB but was not sure it was advertised since we did not pay for on air time. Commissioner
Boswell said he advertised it on six different sites. Manager Lambert said he event was advertised well
but is not possible to reach everyone. The Town plans to do additional events like this in the future.
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Bicycle NC – Commissioner Boswell said this event went very well too, and Manager Lambert agreed and
thanked Commissioner Boswell for all his help in lining up bands. Manager Lambert continued it was an
incredible event. We had nine hundred to twelve hundred bicyclists come through Robbins, and rest at
our Greenspace, there were able to purchase lunch from the Food Truck, and musical entertainment was
provided by the Town.
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Screen on the Green – This event was postponed due to Hurricane Michael. We are looking to reschedule.
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Community Meeting - The meeting was advertised and well attended.
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Easements – Manager Lambert and Attorney Morphis have been working on this for the CDBG Grant and
for the Chlorine Booster Station. It has been a huge undertaking.
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Auditors – The auditors came and reviewed. We have not been made aware of any problems and we will
be meeting with them in the future.
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Phone System – Before our previous Town Clerk left there was a plan to update the phone system. It was
paid for and implemented. We have now been made aware that there was a secret window with a secret
password that we were billed for by ITS for numbers that had been disconnected for some time. The State
is billed by Century Link and then the State bills us. We used them for the Police Station and Fire Station.
When those numbers were ported over to Verizon, they got notice but continued to bill the State. Now
two years later we have received a bill from the State for these disconnected numbers. Manager Lambert
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said the bill is a few thousand dollars and they are negotiating this and trying to find out why it took two
years to bill the Town.
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Food Truck Ordinances – Manager Lambert is working with Attorney Morphis on this and will bring
something to the Board of Commissioners soon.
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Cory English – Officer English has accepted a position at the Sheriff’s office. Manager Lambert has talked
with Chief Tew, and they will not be filling this position immediately.
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Police Vehicle – This vehicle will be coming soon. Manager Lambert continued that this vehicle will now
take the place of the one that was totaled a few weeks ago. That totaled vehicle was supposed to last
eight more years. We will receive a total of $9000 from insurance. This plus the saving from the salary
they are not replacing will hopefully allow us to find a replacement vehicle for this fiscal year. Manager
Lambert did want to mention the Board of Commissioners that there may be times we will not have
twenty-four-hour police coverage, and Manager Lambert will keep the Board apprised of this.
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New Business
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Ray Space Bid – There has been a new bid for the Ray Space for $5000 by Pete Kakuros. This is the same
amount as the previous bid that was withdrawn. Commissioner Stewart asked if there were plans for the
space. Manager Lambert was not aware of any plans. Commissioner Boswell said it was being purchased
so they could work on the wall between Flex Fitness and the Ray Space. Commissioner Boswell made the
motion to approve the Ray Space Resolution. All approved.
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50/50 Grant – Commissioner Phillips made the motion approve the resolution. All approved.
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Designation of Applicant Agency – Manager Lambert said this is for FEMA and it is authorizing him and
Mayor English as agents for The Town. Commissioner Stewart made the motion to approve. All approved.
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Old Police Station – Commissioner Boswell requested to be recused. Commissioner Stewart made the
motion to accept recusal. All approved. Manager Lambert stated that David Cheek has put a cash deposit
of $450 down for the building, and he has agreed to purchase for $4000. Commissioner Boswell asked if
he could make a comment. Attorney Morphis said since it was not Quasi-Judicial that he could.
Commissioner Boswell stated David Cheek is ready to start roof work. Commissioner Boswell also stated
that Mickey Brown is not a partner in this with David Cheek. Commissioner Stewart asked about the time
constraints. Commissioner Boswell said David Cheek was aware he had one year. Manager Lambert stated
that this would go through the upset bid process and require a contract. Attorney Morphis said the Ray
Building Space will also need a contract. Manager Lambert said we need to be clear with what he is buying.
The Town is keeping the bays. There will need to be a separation and a cap on the building, and he will
need to apply for his own water with a meter in the front. These expenses will be David Cheeks. The things
stored inside, Manager Lambert said we may want to look to see if we want any of it, but that the Town
should not have to pay to have it cleared out. Attorney Morphis asked Commissioner Boswell if David
Cheek was aware of these limitations? Commissioner Boswell said this is why he has engaged with David
Cheek, so he can help with the process and he also stated that Mickey Brown is not a partner in this with
David Cheek. Commissioner Holt asked what kind of title he would get. Attorney Morphis said Quick Claim
or Special Warranty Deed. Which means we make no warranties about the title. Attorney Morphis
continued it would be up to the buyer to do a title search if they thought that was necessary. The building
is sold “as is where is”. There will be no apartments. There were more conversations regarding contents
in the building. Commissioner Boswell said David Cheek is under the impression that once this process is
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completed everything inside will become his. Manager Lambert said the Town may need to lease a portion
of the downstairs until we can find a place to store pipes and water fittings etc. Attorney Morphis asked
if the Commissioners would be willing to allow Manger Lambert and Attorney Morphis to negotiate the
conditions regarding contents and storage. Manager Lambert and Attorney Morphis will discuss further.
Manager Lambert said there would need to have a Fund Balance allocation to help us move things out of
the building. We do not have enough staff to take care of it. Commissioner Stewart said the Fire
Department will remove their equipment. Manager Lambert said we will need a concrete floor for Public
Services, and that it will cost us more than $4,000 to move out of the building. Manager Lambert
continued this will allow us to be rid of the building. Commissioner Stewart made the motion to accept
the bid. All approved.
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Comments by The Commissioners
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Commissioner Stewart said we have had Code Enforcement since 2012-2013 and all the properties in
question need to be resolved. Commissioner Stewart said he feels it is time for our Code Enforcement
Officer to crack down and get this done and clean up the properties that are a mess.

348
349
350
351

Mayor English said he is concerned about a pile of trash on Hemp Street and wanted to know who would
be responsible to pick that up. Manager Lambert said the owner of the property would have that
responsibility. Manager Lambert continued that he also had heard that Ana who works for Brandon was
addressing a pile of trash on Hemp St. If it is not the same, we will bring this to Code Officers attention.

352
353
354

Commissioner Stewart stated the cabinet shop has marble all over the place outside. Commissioner Holt
did ask the owner about it and he wants to fence it in. Manager Lambert said this would be items to bring
up to our Code Officer Emory.

355
356
357

Commissioner Stewart asked about parking at the Old Police Station. It was determined the parking in
front of the building would belong to the Old Police Station, and they would have no rights to Greenspace
parking.

358

Commissioner Boswell thanked Manager Lambert for all his hard work.

359

Adjourn

360

Commissioner Boswell made the motion to adjourn. All approved.

361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369
370
371

Minutes Taken by Debbie Daggett
Approved November 8, 2018
_____________________________________________
Mayor, Lonnie English
______________________________________________
Town Clerk, Debbie Daggett

Excise Tax:

Recording Time, Book and Page

Parcel Identifier No.: 862002982148
LRK:
00011490
Mail after recording to
T.C. Morphis, Jr.
The Brough Law Firm
Ste. 200, 1526 E. Franklin St.
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

NORTH CAROLINA DEED OF EASEMENT
THIS DEED made this _____ day of November, 2018, by and between
GRANTOR:
GRANTEE:
MOORE COUNTY BOARD OF
EDUCATION
Mailing Address: 5277 Hwy. 15-501 South,
P.O. Box 1180, Carthage, NC 28327

THE TOWN OF ROBBINS, a North Carolina
municipal corporation
Mailing Address: 101 N. Middleton Street,
P.O. Box 296, Robbins, NC 27325

The designation Grantor and Grantee as used herein shall include said parties, their heirs,
successors, and assigns, and shall include singular, plural, masculine, feminine or neuter as
required by context.
THAT WHEREAS, Grantor is the owner of real property located at 268 Rushwood Rd. in
the Robbins Township, Moore County, North Carolina, Parcel Identification number 8620-02982148, being more specifically described and shown on a Map in Deed Book 391, at page 677 in
Moore County Registry (the “Property”);
THAT WHEREAS, the Town of Robbins proposes to construct, install, or otherwise
improve and replace a water line across the Property;

NOW THEREFORE, Grantor, for good and valuable consideration paid by the Grantee,
the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, has and by these presents does grant, bargain, sell,
quitclaim and convey unto Grantee the following:
1. Permanent Water Utility Easement.
Grantor does grant, bargain, sell and convey unto Grantee a permanent water utility
easement (the “Permanent Utility Easement”) over, under, in and through the Property of the
Grantor. The Grantee, through its officials, employees, contractors and agents, may install
anywhere in the Permanent Utility Easement area all such pipes and other equipment and
appurtenances as are reasonably necessary for the present or future operation of a municipal water
system. The Grantee, its officials, employees, contractors and agents shall have a continuing and
perpetual right of ingress, egress and regress over the Permanent Utility Easement and to go upon
the Property for the purposes of constructing, installing, maintaining, inspecting, repairing, and
removing said lines and upgrading any facilities therein. The Permanent Utility Easement is more
particularly described and depicted in the attached Exhibit A.
2. Temporary Construction Easement.
The Grantor does grant, bargain, sell and convey unto Grantee, for use by the officials,
employees, contractors and agents of the Grantee a temporary construction easement (the
“Temporary Construction Easement”). The purpose of the Temporary Construction Easement
shall be to facilitate the installation of municipal water lines and related equipment on Grantor’s
property. Further, the Temporary Construction Easement area may be used for the storage of
materials, including but not limited to, building materials, pipes, cables and wires, and fill dirt;
vehicles; and other equipment associated with the construction and installation of the municipal
waterlines and related equipment.
The Temporary Construction Easement shall remain in effect from the execution date of
this Deed of Easement to such time as the construction and installation of the municipal water lines
contemplated above is complete, at which time the Temporary Construction Easement shall
automatically expire. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Temporary Construction Easement shall
expire no later than five (5) years after the execution of this Deed of Easement.
The Temporary Construction Easement is more particularly described and depicted in the
attached Exhibit A.
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary above, it is understood and agreed that Grantee
will promptly repair any damages solely and directly resulting from Grantee’s maintenance or
operational work, and will restore to the fullest extent practical the surface of Grantor’s property
to substantially the same condition said property was in immediately preceding any work, ordinary
wear and tear, and casualty excepted.
In exercising the rights set forth above, Grantee agrees: (1) except in emergencies (as
determined by Grantee in its sole discretion), or to comply with any regulatory requirements, to
use existing roads and paths to access said easement area, unless Grantee determines, in its
2

reasonable judgment, that such access is impracticable, and (2) to conduct all work permitted
hereunder in a professional and workmanlike manner.
Grantee shall indemnify and hold Grantor safe and harmless from and against any and all
loss, costs, or damages on account of the injury to or death of any persons or the damage to or
destruction of any property resulting from Grantee’s use of or access to Grantor’s property
pursuant to the rights herein granted.
Grantee acknowledges that GS 14-208.18 provides that it is unlawful for any person
required to register as a sex offender under North Carolina law to knowingly be on a school site,
and the violation of this law is a felony by the registered sex offender. In recognition of this law,
Grantee agrees not to assign any work that has to be performed in any easement area on property
owned by the Board to any person known by Grantee to be required to register as a sex offender
as defined in G.S. 14-208.18.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the aforesaid easements and all other privileges and
appurtenances thereunto belonging or in any wise appertaining unto the Grantee, its successors
and assigns, forever.
And the Grantor covenants that it is seized of the underlying real property in fee simple,
that it has the right to convey the easements described herein, and that it will warrant and defend
said title to the easements described herein against the lawful claims of all persons whomsoever.
IN WITNESS THEREOF, the Grantor, by and through the undersigned, has hereunto set
its hand and seal the day and year first above written.
MOORE COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION
Ed Dennison, Chairman
ATTEST:
Dr. Robert P. Grimesey, Secretary
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NORTH CAROLINA
_________ COUNTY
I, ________________________________, a Notary Public for said County and State, do
hereby certify that Dr. Robert P. Grimesey personally appeared before me this day and
acknowledged that he has attested to the foregoing signature of Mr. Ed Dennison, who has
executed this document in his capacity as the Chairman of the Moore County Board of Education,
as and for the act of the Moore County Board of Education.
Witness my hand and official seal/stamp, this _____ day of November, 2018.
, Notary Public

[SEAL]

My Commission Expires: _________
TOWN OF ROBBINS
Lonnie B. English, Mayor
ATTEST:
Debbie Daggett, Town Clerk
NORTH CAROLINA
_________ COUNTY
I, ________________________________, a Notary Public for said County and State, do
hereby certify that Debbie Daggett personally appeared before me this day and acknowledged that
she is the Town Clerk for the Town of Robbins, a North Carolina municipal corporation, and that
by authority duly given and as the act of the municipal corporation, the foregoing instrument was
signed in its name by its Mayor, sealed with its corporate seal and attested by her as the Town
Clerk.
Witness my hand and official seal/stamp, this _____ day of November, 2018.
, Notary Public

[SEAL]

My Commission Expires: _________
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EXHIBIT A

Excise Tax:

Recording Time, Book and Page

Parcel Identifier No.: 862114430984
LRK:
95000223
Mail after recording to
T.C. Morphis, Jr.
The Brough Law Firm
Ste. 200, 1526 E. Franklin St.
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

NORTH CAROLINA DEED OF EASEMENT
THIS DEED made this _____ day of November, 2018, by and between
GRANTOR:
GRANTEE:
MOORE COUNTY BOARD OF
EDUCATION
Mailing Address: 5277 Hwy. 15-501 South,
P.O. Box 1180, Carthage, NC 28327

THE TOWN OF ROBBINS, a North Carolina
municipal corporation
Mailing Address: 101 N. Middleton Street,
P.O. Box 296, Robbins, NC 27325

The designation Grantor and Grantee as used herein shall include said parties, their heirs,
successors, and assigns, and shall include singular, plural, masculine, feminine or neuter as
required by context.
THAT WHEREAS, Grantor is the owners of real property located at 180 W. Elm St. in the
Robbins Township, Moore County, North Carolina, Parcel Identification number 8621-14430984, being more specifically described in Deed Book 1086, at page 390 and shown on a Plat in
Plat Cabinet 5, slide 855 in the Moore County Registry (the “Property”);

THAT WHEREAS, the Town of Robbins proposes to construct, extend, or otherwise
improve and replace a waterline across the Property;
NOW THEREFORE, Grantor, for good and valuable consideration paid by the Grantee,
the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, has and by these presents does grant, bargain, sell,
quitclaim and convey unto Grantee the following:
Permanent Water Utility Easement.
Grantor does grant, bargain, sell and convey unto Grantee a permanent water utility
easement (the “Permanent Utility Easement”) over, under, in and through the Property of the
Grantor. The Grantee, through its officials, employees, contractors and agents, may install
anywhere in the Permanent Utility Easement area all such pipes and other equipment and
appurtenances as are reasonably necessary for the present or future operation of a municipal water
system. The Grantee, its officials, employees, contractors and agents shall have a continuing and
perpetual right of ingress, egress and regress over the Permanent Utility Easement and to go upon
the Property for the purposes of constructing, installing, maintaining, inspecting, repairing, and
removing said lines and upgrading any facilities therein. The Permanent Utility Easement is more
particularly described and depicted in the attached Exhibit A.
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary above, it is understood and agreed that Grantee
will promptly repair any damages solely and directly resulting from Grantee’s maintenance or
operational work, and will restore to the fullest extent practical the surface of Grantor’s property
to substantially the same condition said property was in immediately preceding any work, ordinary
wear and tear, and casualty excepted.
In exercising the rights set forth above, Grantee agrees: (1) except in emergencies (as
determined by Grantee in its sole discretion), or to comply with any regulatory requirements, to
use existing roads and paths to access said easement area, unless Grantee determines, in its
reasonable judgment, that such access is impracticable, and (2) to conduct all work permitted
hereunder in a professional and workmanlike manner.
Grantee shall indemnify and hold Grantor safe and harmless from and against any and all
loss, costs, or damages on account of the injury to or death of any persons or the damage to or
destruction of any property resulting from Grantee’s use of or access to Grantor’s property
pursuant to the rights herein granted.
Grantee acknowledges that GS 14-208.18 provides that it is unlawful for any person
required to register as a sex offender under North Carolina law to knowingly be on a school site,
and the violation of this law is a felony by the registered sex offender. In recognition of this law,
Grantee agrees not to assign any work that has to be performed in any easement area on property
owned by the Board to any person known by Grantee to be required to register as a sex offender
as defined in G.S. 14-208.18.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the aforesaid easements and all other privileges and
appurtenances thereunto belonging or in any wise appertaining unto the Grantee, its successors
and assigns, forever.

And the Grantor covenants that it is seized of the underlying real property in fee simple,
that it has the right to convey the easements described herein, and that it will warrant and defend
said title to the easements described herein against the lawful claims of all persons whomsoever.
IN WITNESS THEREOF, the Grantor, by and through the undersigned, has hereunto set
its hand and seal the day and year first above written.
MOORE COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION
Ed Dennison, Chairman
ATTEST:

NORTH CAROLINA

Dr. Robert P. Grimesey, Secretary

_________ COUNTY
I, ________________________________, a Notary Public for said County and State, do
hereby certify that Dr. Robert P. Grimesey personally appeared before me this day and
acknowledged that he has attested to the foregoing signature of Mr. Ed Dennison, who has
executed this document in his capacity as the Chairman of the Moore County Board of Education,
as and for the act of the Moore County Board of Education.
Witness my hand and official seal/stamp, this _____ day of November, 2018.
, Notary Public
My Commission Expires: _________

[SEAL]

TOWN OF ROBBINS
Lonnie B. English, Mayor
ATTEST:
Debbie Daggett, Town Clerk
NORTH CAROLINA
_________ COUNTY
I, ________________________________, a Notary Public for said County and State, do
hereby certify that Debbie Daggett personally appeared before me this day and acknowledged that
she is the Town Clerk for the Town of Robbins, a North Carolina municipal corporation, and that
by authority duly given and as the act of the municipal corporation, the foregoing instrument was
signed in its name by its Mayor, sealed with its corporate seal and attested by her as the Town
Clerk.
Witness my hand and official seal/stamp, this _____ day of November, 2018.
, Notary Public
My Commission Expires: _________

[SEAL]

EXHIBIT A

Excise Tax:

Recording Time, Book and Page

Parcel Identifier No.: 862114444275
LRK:
00011487
Mail after recording to
T.C. Morphis, Jr.
The Brough Law Firm
Ste. 200, 1526 E. Franklin St.
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

NORTH CAROLINA DEED OF EASEMENT
THIS DEED made this _____ day of November, 2018, by and between
GRANTOR:
GRANTEE:
MOORE COUNTY BOARD OF
EDUCATION
Mailing Address: 5277 Hwy. 15-501 South,
P.O. Box 1180, Carthage, NC 28327

THE TOWN OF ROBBINS, a North Carolina
municipal corporation
Mailing Address: 101 N. Middleton Street,
P.O. Box 296, Robbins, NC 27325

The designation Grantor and Grantee as used herein shall include said parties, their heirs,
successors, and assigns, and shall include singular, plural, masculine, feminine or neuter as
required by context.
THAT WHEREAS, Grantor is the owners of real property located at 180 W. Elm St. in the
Robbins Township, Moore County, North Carolina, Parcel Identification number 8621-14444275, being more specifically described in Deed Book 164, at page 273 in Moore County Registry
(the “Property”);
THAT WHEREAS, the Town of Robbins proposes to construct, extend, or otherwise
improve and replace a waterline across the Property;

NOW THEREFORE, Grantor, for good and valuable consideration paid by the Grantee,
the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, has and by these presents does grant, bargain, sell,
quitclaim and convey unto Grantee the following:
Permanent Water Utility Easement.
Grantor does grant, bargain, sell and convey unto Grantee a permanent water utility
easement (the “Permanent Utility Easement”) over, under, in and through the Property of the
Grantor. The Grantee, through its officials, employees, contractors and agents, may install
anywhere in the Permanent Utility Easement area all such pipes and other equipment and
appurtenances as are reasonably necessary for the present or future operation of a municipal water
system. The Grantee, its officials, employees, contractors and agents shall have a continuing and
perpetual right of ingress, egress and regress over the Permanent Utility Easement and to go upon
the Property for the purposes of constructing, installing, maintaining, inspecting, repairing, and
removing said lines and upgrading any facilities therein. The Permanent Utility Easement is more
particularly described and depicted in the attached Exhibit A.
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary above, it is understood and agreed that Grantee
will promptly repair any damages solely and directly resulting from Grantee’s maintenance or
operational work, and will restore to the fullest extent practical the surface of Grantor’s property
to substantially the same condition said property was in immediately preceding any work, ordinary
wear and tear, and casualty excepted.
In exercising the rights set forth above, Grantee agrees: (1) except in emergencies (as
determined by Grantee in its sole discretion), or to comply with any regulatory requirements, to
use existing roads and paths to access said easement area, unless Grantee determines, in its
reasonable judgment, that such access is impracticable, and (2) to conduct all work permitted
hereunder in a professional and workmanlike manner.
Grantee shall indemnify and hold Grantor safe and harmless from and against any and all
loss, costs, or damages on account of the injury to or death of any persons or the damage to or
destruction of any property resulting from Grantee’s use of or access to Grantor’s property
pursuant to the rights herein granted.
Grantee acknowledges that GS 14-208.18 provides that it is unlawful for any person
required to register as a sex offender under North Carolina law to knowingly be on a school site,
and the violation of this law is a felony by the registered sex offender. In recognition of this law,
Grantee agrees not to assign any work that has to be performed in any easement area on property
owned by the Board to any person known by Grantee to be required to register as a sex offender
as defined in G.S. 14-208.18.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the aforesaid easements and all other privileges and
appurtenances thereunto belonging or in any wise appertaining unto the Grantee, its successors
and assigns, forever.
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And the Grantor covenants that it is seized of the underlying real property in fee simple,
that it has the right to convey the easements described herein, and that it will warrant and defend
said title to the easements described herein against the lawful claims of all persons whomsoever.
IN WITNESS THEREOF, the Grantor, by and through the undersigned, has hereunto set
its hand and seal the day and year first above written.
MOORE COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION
Ed Dennison, Chairman
ATTEST:

NORTH CAROLINA

Dr. Robert P. Grimesey, Secretary

_________ COUNTY
I, ________________________________, a Notary Public for said County and State, do
hereby certify that Dr. Robert P. Grimesey personally appeared before me this day and
acknowledged that he has attested to the foregoing signature of Mr. Ed Dennison, who has
executed this document in his capacity as the Chairman of the Moore County Board of Education,
as and for the act of the Moore County Board of Education.
Witness my hand and official seal/stamp, this _____ day of November, 2018.
, Notary Public

[SEAL]

My Commission Expires: _________
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TOWN OF ROBBINS
Lonnie B. English, Mayor
ATTEST:
Debbie Daggett, Town Clerk
NORTH CAROLINA
_________ COUNTY
I, ________________________________, a Notary Public for said County and State, do
hereby certify that Debbie Daggett personally appeared before me this day and acknowledged that
she is the Town Clerk for the Town of Robbins, a North Carolina municipal corporation, and that
by authority duly given and as the act of the municipal corporation, the foregoing instrument was
signed in its name by its Mayor, sealed with its corporate seal and attested by her as the Town
Clerk.
Witness my hand and official seal/stamp, this _____ day of November, 2018.
, Notary Public

[SEAL]

My Commission Expires: _________
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EXHIBIT A

Recognitions

REPORTS

Alliance Code Enforcement

Updated 11/01/2018
CASE LOG

Page 1 of 12---

MH - Minimum Housing / OL - Overgrown Lot / JV - Junk Vehicle / JP - Junk Pile / AWG - Abandoned White
Goods / AC - Animal Control / ZV - Zoning Violation / Open Red - Open Active Case / Open Yellow - Open
Inactive Case / Abated Green - Case Closed & Cleared / Unfounded Blue - No Violation Found, Case Closed
/ NOV - Notice of Violation / NOH - Notice of Hearing / FOF - Finding of Fact
OCA
ADDRESS
VIOLATIONS
STATUS
201508019
143 Currie-Baptist St
MH/OL
OPEN
19
1/21/16 - I met with Terry Garr in reference to interest in this lot for Habitat for Humanity. She advised
that she would be interest and I advised her that I would be following up with a Minimum Housing
investigation and keep her updated. 1/26/16 - The NOV has been prepared and sent. Unable to post on
the property due to safety hazards. 2/2/16 - Per Town Manager, Code Enforcement will halt investigation
until further notice. 4/4/17 - I re-inspected the property and no changes have been made. I will be
preparing a new NOV since so long has passed and I will be moving forward with this case. 5/4/17 - NOV
has been prepared & sent. Unable to post due to condition of property & structure. 6/8/17 - Final
NOV/NOH has been prepared & sent. Unable to post due to conditions of property & structure. Hearing
date set for 6/27/17. 6/27/17 - Hearing was held, but the owner was not present. I will be preparing the
FOF. 8/1/17 - I conducted a re-inspection and found still nothing has been done to the property. I prepared
& sent the FOF. I was unable to post the property due to safety issues with the property & structure. The
next step will be preparing an Ordinance. 9/7/17 - No changes have occurred to the property since issuing
the Order. I will prepare an Ordinance for the board for the October meeting. 10/3/17 - The Ordinance has
been prepared and sent to the Town Attorney for review. 10/4/17 - I was informed to put a hold on the
Ordinance until the Town Attorney is able to understand the Deed of Trust that has been put on the
property. 10/26/17 - I am still waiting on the information from the Attorney's office reference the Deed of
Trust. 1/11/18 - I followed up with the Town Attorney today and the Ordinance will be going before the
Board for a vote this evening. There was previously a Deed of Trust on the property from a bankruptcy, but
that has been removed and the current owner stands. 1/16/18 - I prepared/sent penalty Notice for
property. I was unable to post the property due to conditions at the site. 1/23/18 - I filed the Ordinance &
the Penalty Letter with the Register of Deeds in Moore County. 7/9/18 - I spoke with the Town Attorney
and received the go ahead to move forward with the Ordinance. I will be presenting it to the Board on
7/12/18 and if it is passed, I'll be imposing a penalty as well.
201508021
250 E Hemp St
JV/JP/AWG
OPEN
21
1/19/16 - I followed up with the owner in reference to the Town allowing more time as long as progress
was maintained. He advised that he was out of commission for a while due to having a hip replacement
surgery earlier in the month. He stated that his son had met with the company that is cleaning up the Mill
Site and he is waiting on them to contact him back with an estimate of cost for demolition & cleanup.
2/4/16 - I spoke with the owner today and he advised that he is currently working with G on the property
and is waiting for G to let him know when an appointment is scheduled to inspect the property and
provide an estimate of cost for demo. 2/23/16 - I've spoken with Mr. Key numerous times and am awaiting
progress. He advised he would be having a meeting soon with B&B 3/3/16 - a meeting scheduled with
Randy, Jeff, B&B & myself today, but was rescheduled due to Mike from B&B was snowed in and unable to
leave from where he was at. Meeting reset for the following Tuesday at 10am. 4/7/16 - Several meetings
were set during the month of March, but the rep from B&B was unable to show. They were finally able to
meet and the property owner is now awaiting a quote from B&B for the work to be done. No ETA was
provided to the owner. 4/8/16 - I was contacted by Randy Key who stated that he had forgotten during our
previous conversation that during his meeting with B&B and "G", he thought he was told to wait for a
grant, but he was unsure. I informed him that I would reach out to "G" and would let him

Alliance Code Enforcement

CASE LOG

Page 2 of 12---

know. 4/11/16 - I spoke with "G" who advised that his advice to Randy Key would be to ensure the building
was closed and to make the necessary cosmetic repairs so that the property looked better, but would
encourage him to wait for the demolition because a grant that they are applying for could help with the
cost dramatically. 4/12/16 - I spoke with Randy and informed him of the updates. 4/20/16 - I spoke with
Randy and requested an update on the potential sale. He advised at this time, he had not herd back. I plan
to follow up at a later date. 5/9/16 - All, but one vehicle has been removed from the property. I also spoke
with Randy today and he advised that he met with a different person from B&B who was conducting
inspections on the building to provide an estimate of cost for demo. At this time, he has not heard a price.
6/3/16 - As of today's date, I have not been able to make contact with Mr. Key for an update on the
property. The grant was not given and all cost will be paid by the owner. The owner is in the process of
selling another property (also in violation) and after the sale of that property, he plans to address
abatement of this property. 8/2/16 - Prepared Ordinance & packet and sent it to TC's for his review per his
request. 8/30/16 - The Ordinance was not able to be reviewed & was not voted on. I resubmitted it to TC
and it should be up for vote in September meeting.9/8/16 - The ordinance review has been completed and
it will be presented to the board at tonight's meeting. 10/4/16 - I have yet to get the signed Ordinance, as
a result, penalties have not been imposed and it has not been recorded with Moore Co Register of Deeds. I
have requested the document several times, I plan on ensuring the document is signed at the next
meeting. 10/13/16 - I received the sign Ordinance and filed it and the penalty letter with the Moore Co
Register of deeds. The penalty starts on today's date (10/13/16). 2/28/17 - I spoke with the new owner of
the property and we talked at length about what he needed to do to bring the violations into compliance.
He advised his goal was to turn the building into an auction house and that he would be restoring the
structure. He stated that he would start work from the outside in so that the building would look as nice as
it could as quickly as possible. The penalty is still accruing and he advised that is in deal to purchase the
property, he agreed to assume responsibility for all of the accrued penalty.

Alliance Code Enforcement

CASE LOG

Page 3 of 12---

3/23/17 - I met with the new property owner and conducted a walk through of the building. There is
significant damage in the wings with the roof collapsed on both side. There is also a lot of water damage
throughout. I will be meeting with the County Building Inspector on 4/11 to re-inspect and give my final
decision. 4/11/17 - The county building inspector inspected the building and advised that all work must
stop and before any further work could start, an engineer would need to do a structural analysis, an
architect would need to do a seal set of plans and permits would have to be issued by the county. I spoke
with the owner who advised that he is leaning toward demolition at this point. 5/4/17 - I met with the new
owner and his associates in April to speak further about the building. I spoke again with him on today's
date and he advised an engineer is scheduled to inspect the structure by mid month and the owner will
have a decision with a plan of action & timeline of completion by the June meeting. 6/1/17 - I've not heard
any further. I called & left a message and am awaiting a call back. 6/5/17 - I spoke with the new owner
who advised that he's had a family issue arise that was the reason I could not reach him prior. He then that
they had the engineer conduct an inspection and then approximately ten days later, the firm contacted
them and advised they were not interested in the project. They are now scheduling another firm to
inspect, but have no further information to provide at this time since the original firm did not work out.
7/3/17 - I have not been contacted with any updates by the property owner at this time. I will be following
up with him and providing an update at the meeting. 7/13/17 - I met with the property owner today and
inspected the property again. There has been cleanup conducted inside where some of the items stored
have been removed. They advised they are waiting on Neil Smith Engineering to set up a time to come out
and inspect. They also plan to try and make the front of the building looking better before Farmer's Day.
8/1/17 - I met with the property owner and he advised that the engineer conducted a building inspection
on 07/20/17. He advised that he is awaiting the report from the engineering company and as soon as he
receives it, he will let me know. 9/7/17 - After speaking with the owner today, he advised that he has still
not heard anything from the engineering firm. I spoke with Neil Smith (engineer) myself and he advised
that in fact he had not completed the report, but would have something by next week. 9/26/17 - I
followed up with the property owner, he advised that he has still not received a report from the engineer. I
attempted to contact the engineer, but was unable to. 9/28/17 - I called the engineer
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again and left a message, but have yet to hear back from him with an update. At this point, the penalty it
still accruing daily. 10/10/17 - I spoke with the father of the property owner who advised still nothing from
engineer and they may be moving forward with a third engineer. 10/24/17 - I spoke with the owner & he
advised no report has been received to date. 11/9/17 - I spoke again with the owner who advised he has
still not received a report and they are in the process of finding a third engineer. He stated that he would
contact me when a decision has been made. 12/7/17 - The owner stated via text that there were no
updates to date. I then called the owner, but got his voicemail. I texted him back requesting that he call
me. Upon him returning my call, I informed him of the situation and that a decision needed to be made.
He advised that between the holidays, other work & him getting burned out on the building, nothing
further has occurred, I informed him that I understood, but nothing being completed was unacceptable
and that any potential favor in reference to the penalty is greatly reduced by time and lack of progress. He
stated that after Christmas, he would inform me of the decisions made for the property. The penalty is still
accruing daily. 1/5/18 - No updates from the property owner to date. 1/30/18 - I spoke with the owner
whom stated he has spoken with a reclaim company to take old wood & brick & also a new engineer out of
Locust, NC. However at this time, there are no plans set to have any work performed. 2/15/18 - Courtesy
letter prepared & sent. Total penalty to date $24,550.00. 3/1/18 - I received a text from the owner
requesting copies of all the notices for his property. I prepared & sent them. I received the green card
confirming they were picked up by the owner. 5/3/18 - I was directed by the board to obtain bids for
demolition cost. I have not been able to obtain a bid at this time, but due to last months meeting being a
week later, I've only had 2 weeks to obtain them. I am waiting on call backs from the companies I've
contacted. 5/17/18 - I met with Marty Maness & requested a quote for demolition. I am currently waiting
on the quote. 5/31/18 - I followed up with Marty Maness to see if he had prepared a quote yet, but at this
time, he does not have it completed. I am still waiting. 6/6/18 - I followed up with the property owner and
he advised that he has scheduled a meeting with Maplestone Construction LLC out of Winston-Salem, NC.
He stated that as soon as they line up an engineer to come down, they will be meeting and inspecting the
property. 6/28/18 - I obtained a rough quote for the demolition of the old school house by Marty Maness.
He advised it could change a little due to more or less work once he got in it and started working.
07/12/18 - I spoke with the property owner today whom advised that he had the property inspected by
Steve McSwain from Maplestone Construction. The owner stated that he should be receiving a report
soon, but did not have a specific date. 7/31/18 - I have not been able to obtain an update from the
property owner. I will continue to follow up with him reference an engineering report. 9/7/18 - I've met
with the property owner twice in last two weeks. The owner informed me that after further discussion and
the issues with the engineers they've tried to use, they have decided that the only course of action is to
demolish the entire structure. They advised that they will be starting in October and hope to have
everything completed before the new year if possible. 11/1/18 - I spoke with the property owner whom
advised his father had some complications with his surgery and they would be delayed slightly, but will still
be actively working to clean out and then demolish the structure.
201601003
151 S Lake Dr
MH
OPEN
38
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1/28/16 - NOV prepared, sent & posted on property. 3/1/16 - Re-inspection, no changes found. Next step
will be to prepare the NOH. Hearing set for 3/22/16. 3/22/16 - Hearing held and the owner was not
present and has not contacted me. 3/29/16 - I prepared, sent & posted the F&F Order. I also found a
contact number for the owner to ensure the owner was aware of everything. They did not answer, but the
vm recording confirmed the number was for the correct person and I left a message informing them of
what was going on and that they needed to contact me. 3/31/16 - At this time, no contact has been made
by the owner. 4/7/16 - As of today, I have not been contacted by the property owner. At this point, due
diligence has been used to notify the owner. 5/5/16 - No attempt of contact has been made by the owner
or representative to me or the Town of Robbins that I am aware of. Additionally, certified mail has been
picked up by Melanie Adcox and I received the receipt of that. At this point, with no progress made, the
next step will be to prepare an Ordinance and proceed with the penalty process. 6/3/16 - The Ordinance,
Penalty Letter & Case Packet have been completed and sent to TC for review to ensure proper procedure
has been followed and all GS requirements have been satisfied. 6/14/16 - The penalty letter was sent
certified, regular mail and posted on the property. The penalty started on today's date. 6/30/16 - The
Ordinance was recorded with the register of deeds in Moore Co. 7/14/16 - I was informed by a contact
with the post office that three different letters and been refused to be signed for when they would pick up
the mail. Additionally, I was informed that Thigpen & Associates would be representing the owner in
dealing with this property. No changes have occurred to date. Penalty is still accruing. 11/3/16 - I was able
to speak with the brother of the property owner and advised him of the situation and requested he speak
to his brother about the next time they spoke. He advised he would contact me if any further information
came forward. 11/2/17 - No further changes. The penalty started accruing on 6/14/16 and to date has
accrued to the amount of $25,350.00. According to Moore Co GIS, the current tax value of the dwelling is
$27,330.00 & the land is $10,000.00 bringing the total tax value to $37,330.00. 7/17/18 - No changes.
8/16/18 - No changes, penalty is still accruing. 10/15/18 - No changes.
201601004
131 S Lake Dr
MH
OPEN
39
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1/28/16 - NOV prepared, sent & posted on property. 2/18/16 - Spoke w/Daughter of owner who advised
work would start on the property March 1st and that her father was in the process of obtaining the
materials needed to complete the required work. 3/1/16 - Re-inspection, work has not yet started. Next
step is to prepare the NOH. Hearing set for 3/22/16. 3/22/16 - Hearing was held, but the owner was not
present. I re-inspected the property and found that work has started. 3/24/16 - The owner met with me at
the office and apologized for missing the Hearing. He stated that he has contracted someone to remodel
the home. I advised him that as long as progress was being made, I could be provided with additional time.
3/29/16 - F&F Order was prepared, sent & posted. 4/7/16 - The structure has a new front porch, the rear
of the structure is being repaired and the holes in the interior floor have been repaired. 5/5/16 - The front
porch has completely been replaced, repairs are being made to the rear of the structure and the
foundation is currently being worked on. I will follow up at a later date to ensure progress is continual.
5/24/16 - Work still continues and substantial progress is being made. 7/7/16 - Progress is still being made,
windows & doors have been replace/repaired. The rear portion of the structure is being repaired and is
the foundation. 8/2/16 - I met with the owner of the property who is still working on the property to bring
it up to the minimum standard. Further carpenter & foundation work has taken place. 8/25/16 - The
owner is still actively working on the property. 9/20/16 - I spoke with the owner while he was working on
the property. He stated that some of the guys he hired took his money and didn't do any work. He advised
he was doing the work himself and was in the process of getting more people to help. Progress is still be
made. 11/8/16 - Minor work is still being completed, but if no further work is completed during the month
of November, I will be moving forward with an Ordinance. 12/1/16 - Minor work has continued. I have a
meeting scheduled with the property owner to advise him that if significant progress is not made, I would
be moving forward with an Ordinance. 12/29/16 - Further work has been completed. I will follow up again
at the end of January to see if further progress has been made. 2/2/16 - There has been continued interior
work being completed. I am continuing to maintain contact with the owner to ensure progress continues.
2/28/17 - The Ordinance has been prepared & sent to Town attorney for review. I am hoping to present it
to the board for a vote at the next meeting. 3/30/17 - The Ordinance was presented and passed. I posted
the property and sent the Notice to the owner. The penalty started on today's date.
10/12/17 - I met with the property owner and questioned him about abatement. He advised a tree had
fallen on his personal home and he was sidetracked with that. However, he advised he would complete
the work needed on the house. 11/2/17 - Work has started again on the property. 7/17/18 - No changes.
10/15/18 - No changes.
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3/22/16 - Violations documented and NOV door hanger was completed and placed on the door. Re-inspection set
for April 5th 2016. 4/5/16 - Minor progress has been made. As a result, the NOV was prepared, sent & posted on the
property. 4/15/16 - I made contact with the property owner who advised he would be cleaning up his property and
making the necessary repairs. He stated that it would take a little while because its only him completing the repairs
and he works, but that he would consistently be making improvements. 5/5/16 - Violations are still present, NOH
has been prepared. 5/26/16 - The Hearing was held and the owner was present. He stated that he plans to continue
what he has been doing until the property has been abated. I advised him that as long as substantial progress is
made and maintained, I would work with him on the timeframe. 5/31/16 - FOF prepared & sent. 7/5/16 - Constant
progress is being made. The fence is being repair and debris is being removed. 8/4/16 - Additional cleanup and
progress is being made. The fence has been painted and more junk has been removed. 8/25/16 - The property
owner is still actively working on the property & cleaning up the open storage items. 10/2/16 - I met with the owner
and advised him that I had not seen much progress recently. I informed him that if I did not see any further progress
that you may face the penalty process. If no further work is completed, I will be preparing an Ordinance for the
November meeting. 11/1/16 - After re-inspection, the MH violation on the structure was previously repaired, but
the open storage & junk vehicles are still on the property. As a result, there is no need for an Ordinance and I
prepared the Penalty letter to the property owner. The penalty started on 11/1/16 and is accruing at $150.00 per
day ($50.00 per violation, 3 violations). 11/3/16 - I hand delivered the penalty letter to the property owner and had
a meeting with him reference it. He advised he would clean up as fast as he could. 12/1/16 - Since the penalty has
started, substantial progress has been made. New privacy fence is being erected and a lot of open storage has been
removed. 2/2/17 - There has been further cleanup, but the violations are still present and the penalty is still
accruing. 4/20/17 - Progress is still being made, but daily penalties are still accruing. 8/31/17 - Progress is slow, but
still being made. Violations are still present and the penalty is still accruing. The new fence being put up is being
painted and there has been junk removal. However, violations remain and the penalty is still accruing. 8/2/18 There has been some progress, but the property is still in violation. I will be making contact again with the property
owner to find out why they have done so little. The penalty is still accruing. 10/15/18 - No changes.
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5/10/16 - Initial inspection of property, photographs obtained & case file started. 5/12/16 - Research
conducted on property and door hanger NOV was prepared & hand delivered. I met with the property
owner and explained the situation. They advised that they would start cleanup right away. 5/24/16 Progress has been made, but violations still present. I will prepare the NOV. 6/7/16 - NOV prepared, sent &
posted. Re-inspection set for post 30 days. 7/7/16 - I spoke with the owner who stated that he has been
and will continue to work on clean up almost everyday until it is complete. The property is still in violation,
but substantial progress has been made. 7/14/16 - Although progress has been made, the violation is still
present. NOH prepared, sent & posted. Hearing set for 8/4/16 @ 2:30pm. 8/4/16 - No one showed for the
Hearing. The Fact & Findings Letter was prepared, sent & posted. 8/16/16 - I met with the owner of the
property today. Considerable progress has been made and constant work is being done. 9/15/16 Progress is still being made. The violations have not been abated yet, but half if not more of the open
storage has been removed. 11/1/16 - The cleanup is still ongoing and progress is still being made. 12/1/16 A substantial amount of cleanup has taken place since the initial violation. There is still open storage, but it
is being removed. 2/23/17 - I conducted a re-inspection and found cleanup is still taking place. I will
continue to monitor the progress. 3/16/17 - I met with property owner to discuss the progress. He advised
that he is still working on it daily. The progress in noticeable and I will continue to work with him as long as
progress continues. 4/20/17 - Cleanup is still taking place. 7/18/17 - I spoke with the property owner who
is still working on cleaning up the property. Progress is being made, I will continue to check in with the
owner. 10/17/17 - I re-inspected the property and progress is still being made. The violation is still present,
but the owner is working on cleaning it up. 11/30/17 - Clean up is still occurring and progress is being
made. 3/8/18 - I conducted a re-inspection today and it appears additional open storage has been added.
As a result, I prepared, posted & sent the Notice of Penalty. Effective start date is 03/08/2018. 4/3/18 Since imposing the penalty, I've been in contact with the property owner several times and clean up
started back up with a considerable amount of progress being made. I will continue to monitor until
abatement. 7/31/18 - Progress is still being made. I will be meeting with the owner to ensure he becomes
compliant. 10/15/18 - No changes.
201705001
151 S Lake Dr
OL
OPEN
93
5/2/17 - Initial inspection & documentation of violations. 5/4/17 - NOV prepared, sent & posted. 6/8/17 2nd NOV/NOH has been prepared, sent & posted. Hearing date set for 6/27/17. 6/20/17 - The certified
letter came back as undeliverable due to the PO Box being locked due to non payment. I conducted a
comprehensive report to track the owner down. I found a new address and sent a new NOV/NOH with a
hearing date of 07/13/17 at 2PM. I also called the owner, but he did not answer and his voicemail was full
and not accepting messages. 8/1/17 - I contacted the Town Attorney on the best way to move forward to
ensure every aspect of the law is followed. I am awaiting an answer. 8/24/17 - I will be setting a new
Hearing date and it will have to be advertised in the local paper. I will coordinate with TM to ensure this
takes place in accordance with the law. 10/3/17 - The new Hearing has been set for 10/24/17 and a Notice
will be published in accordance with NCGS & posted on the property. 10/24/17 - I held the Hearing, no one
was present. I will be preparing the FOF Order. 11/7/17 - FOF prepared, sent & posted. It was also put in
the paper. 12/7/17 - I will be re-inspecting post 30-days from date of FOF and if violations remain, the
penalty phase will start. 12/14/17 - Violation remains. I prepared & posted the civil penalty notification.
Official start date: 12/14/2017. 7/17/18 - No Change. 8/16/18 - No changes, the penalty is still accruing.
10/15/18 - No changes.
201705002
161 S Lake Dr
OL
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5/2/17 - Initial inspection & documentation of violations. 5/4/17 - NOV prepared, sent & posted. 6/8/17 2nd NOV/NOH has been prepared, sent & posted. Hearing date set for 6/27/17. 6/27/17 - I held the
Hearing, but no one was present representing the property. I will be preparing the FOF. 8/1/17 - I
prepared, sent & posted the FOF. 9/7/17 - No change upon re-inspection, I will be preparing the penalty
letter. 10/3/17 - I prepared, sent & posted the penalty letter. Official start date of penalty is 10/03/2017.
8/2/18 - The property was put up for auction in Moore County. I am waiting to find out who the new
owner is and move forward with them for abatement. 10/15/18 - No changes.
201705005
601 Forest Dr
MH/OL
ABATED
97
5/23/17 - Initial inspection & documentation of violations. NOV prepared, sent & posted. 6/20/17 - The certified
letter came back undeliverable. I conducted a comprehensive report to track down the owners. I confirmed the
listed owner is deceased and has been since 2010. I made contact her grandson who advised that he and his siblings
were the individuals who were to inherit the property, but have not heard from the attorney in a while and thought
the Town just took over the property. I emailed him pictures of the property and the initial NOV. He advised he
would be contacting his brother and moving forward to abate the property. 7/13/17 - The property owner advised
he received the NOV, but has not been able to get up with his brother in SC. He advised that he and his fiancé' have
been planning a wedding and were actually getting married this weekend. He stated that after it and his
honeymoon are over, he would diligently work on abating the property. He stated that he wanted to keep it in the
family and did not want to lose it over violations. I explained I would contact him back in two weeks after his
wedding & honeymoon concluded. This will coincide with preparing the NOH. 8/3/17 - I've attempted to contact the
property owner 2 times & left messages both times. I have not received any return contact. I prepared, sent &
posted the NOH. I also emailed the property owner the NOH. Hearing date 8/24/17 at 1315 hrs. 8/24/17 - I held the
Hearing, but no one was present from the property. However, I did speak with Brett Williams who advised that he
did want to keep the property and was unaware that his brother's were not taking care of the property. I also heard
from the initial contact I made (Zac), but he advised that he could not doing anything with the property and it would
be up to his brothers. 9/7/17 - at this time, no changes have taken place with the property. I will be preparing the
finding of fact order. 10/3/17 - I prepared & sent the FOF Order. 11/2/17 - I was contacted by the wife of one of the
grandsons who stated that 3 out of the 4 boys didn't want the house, but one of the boys did, but has yet to do
anything. I advised her of what could occur and what options they may have. I requested they contact me with an
answer this month. I will be moving forward with an Ordinance for the property. 12/7/17 - There has been no
further contact with any interested party. I prepared & sent the Ordinance to the Town Attorney for review. 1/1/18 The town attorney advised he would need to do further research on the property before moving forward with the
Ordinance. I will be waiting on his go ahead to move forward. 7/10/18 - While waiting on the Ordinance review, the
property was auctioned. I am waiting for the new owners. 10/21/18 - The new owners have worked to abate the
property. The lot has been mowed and the needed repairs have been completed on the house. As a result, the case
has been closed, cleared abated.
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7/25/17 - Inspection & documentation of violations. I researched the properties & prepared case files. I
then prepared, sent & posted the 1 NOV's. Violation(s) to wit: two trailers on the property are
damaged/deteriorated with one being almost completely stripped. Additionally, there are large debris pile
of junk creating a serious health & safety hazard. 8/24/17 - I met with the person who was performing the
work on the property. He advised that he was doing it by himself, but would get it done. 9/7/17 - One of
the trailers has had significant demo take place, but the violations are still present. I will be setting up a
Hearing. 10/3/17 - NOH prepared, sent & posted. Hearing date set for 10/24/17. 10/24/17 - I held the
Hearing, no one was present. I will be preparing the FOF Order. 11/7/17 - FOF prepared, sent & posted.
12/7/17 - I've spoken with the owner several times & I met with the property manager who is doing the
cleanup. It is slow, but progress is being made. I will continue to monitor the progress to ensure work is
completed. 1/2/18 - Progress is still being made, but the violations remain. 2/8/18 - I prepared & sent a
courtesy letter to the owner(s) of the property advising them that no documented progress had been
made in over a month and that if no progress was made by 3/1/18, I would be moving forward with the
next step. 3/1/18 - I have not been able to identify any changes and will be moving forward with the
penalty & Ordinance. 3/8/18 - I prepared, sent & posted the Penalty letter for all violations except for MH.
I will be preparing an Ordinance for that violation. Official start date is 03/18/2018. 7/12/18 - Today I
received the information for all of the interested parties, I will be setting up a new Hearing with all of them
to ensure proper procedure has taken place, this will reset the penalty clock. At this time, to ensure all
procedure & law is followed, the previous accrued penalty will be removed and a new penalty will start at
the appropriate time following notification to all interested parties. The Hearing is set for 08/02/18 @
1300. 8/2/18 - I've spoken with several parties that received the new NOH. The only party still interested
in the property was Bobby Made whom I had previously been dealing with. He called me this morning and
advised he would not be able to make the Hearing, but was actively working on abating the violations. He
stated they removed 9 bags of trash and a lot of open storage. 8/16/18 - Work is actively being completed,
but I will be preparing & sending the FOF.
771 Hemp St Ext
JP/AWG/JV
OPEN
104 201707001
7/25/17 - Inspection & documentation of violations. I researched the properties & prepared case files. I
then prepared, sent & posted the 1 NOV's. Violation(s) to wit: There are large debris piles on this property
creating a serious health & safety hazard. There was also an extension cord stretched across the road from
this property to another, but after meeting with the occupant of the trailer (who advised he was the
property manager for the trailer park), the cord was removed. 9/7/17 - There has been some clean up, but
violations are still present. I will be setting up a Hearing. 10/3/17 - NOH prepared, sent & posted. Hearing
date set for 10/24/17. 10/24/17 - I held the Hearing, no one was present. I will be preparing the FOF
Order. 11/7/17 - FOF prepared, sent & posted. 12/7/17 - I've spoken with the owner several times & I met
with the property manager who is doing the cleanup. It is slow, but progress is being made. I will continue
to monitor the progress to ensure work is completed. 1/2/18 - Progress is still being made, but the
violations remain. 2/8/18 - I prepared & sent a courtesy letter to the owner(s) of the property advising
them that no documented progress had been made in over a month and that if no progress was made by
3/1/18, I would be moving forward with the next step. 3/1/18 - I have not been able to identify any
changes and will be moving forward with the penalty. 3/8/18 - Penalty letter prepared, sent & posted.
Official start date is 03/08/2018. 8/2/18 - I spoke with the owner whom advised they had to evict the
tenant and would be removing the open storage as soon as possible. 8/28/18 - I spoke with an owner
whom advised they were actively cleaning up the property. I re-inspected it and in fact did see some
improvement.
271 E Salisbury St
JV
ABATED
105 201707003
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7/25/17 - Inspection & documentation of violations. I researched the properties & prepared case files. I
then prepared, sent & posted the 1 NOV's. Violation(s) to wit: This shop has previously been in violation
for the open storage of junk vehicles on the property. They are once again in violation for having
numerous ad obviously junk vehicles kept in open storage on the property. 8/29/17 - I've been in contact
with the property owner and there has been clean up, but the violations remain. I will be setting up a
Hearing. 10/3/17 - NOH prepared, sent & posted. Hearing date set for 10/24/17. 10/23/17 - I spoke with
the owner who advised he will be unable to attend the Hearing. He stated that he had removed numerous
vehicles and would comply with the Ordinance. 10/24/17 - I held the Hearing, no one was present. I will be
preparing the FOF Order. 11/7/17 - FOF prepared, sent & posted. 11/9/17 - Approximately half of the
vehicles have been removed to date. 12/7/17 - Upon re-inspection, more progress has been made and
only several vehicles & some open storage items remain. I will be following up with the owner to ensure
the abatement continues. 1/2/18 - Upon re-inspection, there are still violations present. I will be preparing
the penalty process. 1/11/18 - Penalty letter prepared, sent & posted. Official start date: 01/11/2018.
Violations are JV & JP. 6/19/18 - There are still several vehicles left on the property. They are removing
them, but are very slow about it. The penalty is still accruing. 7/31/18 - At this time, there is only one
vehicle remaining on the property, but now the lot is overgrown. I will be opening a new case on the
violation while the penalty still accrues until all JV's are removed. 10/18/18 - The vehicle was removed &
the lot has been mowed. Case closed, cleared abated.
325 S Highland Ave
JP/JV
OPEN
191 201807002
7/10/18 - I received complaints reference to possible violations. Upon inspection, I found violations
present. I documented the violation and researched the properties. 7/12/18 - I prepared, sent & posted
the NOV/Courtesy Letter. I will be re-inspecting in 30 days. 8/16/18 - Upon re-inspection, there are still
violations present. I will be preparing the NOH.
442 E Lindale Dr
OL/JP
OPEN
192 201807003
7/10/18 - I received complaints reference to possible violations. Upon inspection, I found violations
present. I documented the violation and researched the properties. 7/12/18 - I prepared, sent & posted
the NOV/Courtesy Letter. I will be re-inspecting in 30 days. 8/16/18 - Upon re-inspection, there are still
violations present. I will be preparing the NOH.
271 E Virginia St
JP
OPEN
197 201809004
9/7/18 - The property is in violation for JP. I was unable to make contact with the property owner. I will be
preparing the NOV. 9/10/18 - NOV was prepared and mailed, property is still in violation. 9/21/18 Reinspection was made, things have been straightened up but not all junk has been moved and disposed
of properly, still in violation. 10/1/18 - Following up with inspections this morning, property is still in
violation. Three house appliances are now in front of the house (washers/dryers). I made the attempt to
follow up with someone about the junk but got no response. I will continue to try. 10/22/18 - Followed up
with this property and it still remains in violation. I will be preparing a NOH and mail it. 11/1/18 - NOH was
prepared and mailed.
199
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9/7/18 - I identified this property as being overgrown and having open storage/junk. I spoke with a female
at the house about the violation. She said the junk is there because she has no truck and she can't move it
with a car. I explained it needed to be removed and that I would be sending her an NOV. I also provided
her with my card. 9/10/18 - Re-inspected today and property is still in violation. 9/21/18 - Property has
been mowed, no longer in violation for OL however the junk is still sitting there, NOV was sent. 10/1/18 Junk still remains in a pile on property. I made the attempt to follow up with someone at the house in
regards of the pile. No response was given. Will continue following up. 10/8/18 - Following up with my
inspections this morning and this property is till in violation for JP. I stopped by to follow up with the lady
I've spoken to before and she said the junk is still there because she doesn't have a truck to go throw all
the junk away since the town no longer picks up the junk for them. She said if she could be helped with a
truck all that junk would be gone. 10/22/18 - There was progress made on the clean up with this property,
however not all the junk was picked up and cleaned. Therefore this property is still in violation as of today.
I will be preparing a NOH and mail it. 11/1/18 - NOH was prepared and mailed.
360 E Hemp St
JP
OPEN
202 201809009
9/7/18 - The property was identified for JP. I attempted to make contact, but no one answered the door. I
will be preparing the NOV. 9/8/18 - Got a call from owner of the house, explained to me how they are
trying to get it cleaned up. Her husband put in time at work to get off mid September. If time off is not
granted he will take time off the first week of October and will get it cleaned up. 9/10/18 - NOV was
prepared and sent. 9/21/18 - Property is still in violation. Things have been straightened up but there still
remains junk in the porch. 10/1/18 - Re-inspection was made this morning, house remodeling items still
remain on porch covered up. It is the first week of October, according to the lady at the house she said
work would be done this week in order to get the property clean. Property is still in violation. 10/8/18 Reinspections this morning and I got the chance to speak with the lady's son at the house (George) he said
the items still remain on the porch because remodeling is happening in the kitchen this week. He said they
started yesterday (10/7/18). I gave him my card with name and number and asked him to please tell his
mother to give me a call. 10/22/18 - This property is still in violation for the junk on the property. Some
progress was made but not all of it was cleaned on time. I will be preparing a NOH and mail it. 11/1/18 NOH was prepared and mailed.
JP
OPEN
203 201810001
261 E. Virginia St.
10/22/18 - This property was identified for JP. I knocked on the door to get a word across someone in
regards of the violation but got no response. I prepared and sent a NOV.
204

201810002
561 E. Hemp St.
JP
OPEN
10/23/18 - A complaint was received on this property for the amount of junk that was out on the property.
I inspected this property and it is in violation. I will be preparing and sending a NOV.
205 201811001
Underdog Garage
JV/ZV
OPEN
11/1/18 - I received numerous complaints on the vehicles being kept in open storage on the property. I
had previously opened a case on this, but it was put on hold due to the business applying for a permit to
allow additional vehicles. This permit was denied & in that time, more vehicles were moved onto the
property. I conducted an inspection & documented the violation. I prepared & sent the NOV. I also spoke
with the building owner at length to explain to them the situation and to try and come up with a plan that
would result in continued compliance.

TOWN OF ROBBINS
MONTHLY FINANCIAL REPORT for FISCAL YEAR 2018-2019
MONTH ENDING OCTOBER 31, 2018
Budget vs. Actual
GENERAL FUND
Expenditures
410
420
420
430
440
450
460
470
510
510
520
550
560
570
580
590
650
660
Total Expenses

Description

Budget

GOVERNIN
ADMINIST
ECON.DEV.
ELECTION
DMV
LIBRARY
MOORE COLL
PROFESSIONAL
POLICE
CODE ENFORC.
FIRE
RECREATION
STREET
POWELL
SANITATION
CEMETERY
ECON.MEMB.
DEBT
10

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

ENTERPRISE FUND
Description
Expenditures
660 DEBT
810 WATER
811 WWTP
Total Expenses
30

18,854
170,884
24,000
53,014
18,400
12,000
31,000
350,681
35,000
255,981
3,050
139,066
107,998
55,000
5,000
2,500
89,355
1,371,783

Budget
$
$
$
$

33% of Fiscal Year Completed

MTD

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1,425
10,706
13,002
2,760
510.00
3,542.00
56,257.00
4,800.00
12,189.00
144.00
13,002.00
625.00
118,962.00

MTD

YTD
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

YTD

98,438.00
402,291.00 $ 59,634.00 $
300,721.00 $ 32,984.00 $
801,450.00
$

NOTES: 510 Police includes new vehicle encumbrance

Variance
7,450.00
55,305.99
20,873.00
16,027.00
4,625.00
9,486.00
148,836.00
10,277.00
87,102.00
1,181.00
48,600.00
17,489.00
950.00
1,398.00
45,179.00
474,778.99

Percent

$

11,404.00

40%

$

115,578.01

32%

$

3,127.00

87%

$
$

-

%

36,987.00

30%

$

13,775.00

25%

$

12,000.00

%

$

21,514.00

31%

$

185,727.00

42%

$

18,746.00

29%

$

168,879.00

34%

$

1,869.00

39%

$

90,466.00

35%

$

107,998.00

%

$

37,511.00

32%

$

4,050.00

19%

$

1,102.00

56%

$

44,176.00

51%

$

874,909.01

35%

Variance

Percent

$

98,438.00

%

192,400.00 $
115,961.00 $
308,361.00 $

209,891.00

48%

184,760.00

39%

493,089.00

38%

Town of Robbins
Monthly Water/Wastewater Report
October 2018
WWTP:
Flow: 5.139 MG

Daily Average: 166,000 gpd

Average flow of this plant is estimated at .110 MGD
During the Month of October the WWTP had no (0) violations as of last report 10/16/2018.
Main pump station is still running on a bypass pump loaned from Moore County Public Utilities Dept. The
dry pit pumps that service this station have been removed from service by Charles Underwood Co. The
pumps are being evaluated and new electrical cables are being ordered. The cables were damaged due to
Hurricane Florence flooding.

Water/Distribution:
Purchased Water from Montgomery County: 5.718110 MG

Average Daily usage: 184,455 gal/day.

TTHM / HAA sampling was performed August 15, 2018 in coordination with Montgomery County
and Moore County staff. I am pleased to announce TTHM results for this sampling period came
back well within compliance, however HAA5 was much closer to the MCL at the Montgomery
County water distribution entry point. Please note that DBP results are typically higher during
warmer months, so these results area welcome surprise!
Currently we are operating with only Tracy Brown Water Tank and South Tank (Klaussner) in order to
reduce water age and remain compliant for DBP’s. Our next scheduled DBP sampling is November 14,
2018.

Collections:
No reportable issues in October 2018. Main PS running on bypass pump loaned from Moore County
Public Utilities Dept.

Street Dept:
Culvert repair at Cabin Creek was completed days just before Hurricane Florence. The flooding has
reopened some issues on the repaired culvert as well as the RR tracks and the gravel service road
being severely washed out. SKC has already begun to help with getting this road passable but more
work will be required.
We have begun mowing the reservoir area in October.

The shed the police department used for firearm training was washed away be the flooding.
Cleanup efforts by staff to help the community with fallen limbs and trees immediately following
Hurricane Florence is ongoing. Our next scheduled day to pick up leaves and brush will be 11/5/2018.
As grass mowing has slowed down with the arrival of colder temperatures the Public Services
Department must allocate time to cutting back trees and foliage on all of our collections system lines
as well as the WWTP outfall line. This will be an intensive labor project throughout fall and winter
months.
Tommy Gibbons
Email: wwtp@townofrobbins.com
910-948-3063 (Office)
910-690-5570 (cell)

Robbins Fire Rescue
PO Box 987
Robbins, NC 27325

October 2018 Fire Rescue Report
Medical Calls – 19
Structure Fire – 7
Fire Alarms – 6
Vehicle Accidents – 11
Storm Damage – 9
Electrical Hazard – 13
Service Calls – 2
Vehicle Fire – 1
Haz-Mat Call – 1
Total Calls – 69
Our station continues to have training classes with continuing education for our
EMT’S and firefighters.

Staff performed welfare checks on the town’s elderly after hurricane Michael.
Staff has performed weekly truck and station check-offs. Also performed weekly
station and truck cleaning along with bay floor washing. All fire reports were placed
on firehouse.
Staff performed medical and driver training.
Fire Prevention week was October 7-13, 2018 and staff visited Robbins Elementary,
local day cares and the library.
Robbins Fire Rescue participated in the homecoming parade for North Moore High
School.

Respectfully Submitted,

Chief Jarius M. Garner
Robbins Fire Rescue
Cell 910-690-1040

October Monthly Report – Robbins Area Library – Sue Aklus
Displays: Adult: Scary Stories, Upcoming Programs, Dolly Parton , New Books,
The Great American Read, Hunting, Puzzles, Feature Authors Robin Cook & Tess
Gerritsen, Halloween Movies
Juvenile: 2018/2019 Battle of the Books for Elementary & Middle School, Programs,
New Books, Halloween, Hunting
Programs: Pre-School Story Time-Special Guest (Penny & Lisa from Soil & Water,
Robbins Fire Department, Hope Academy Story Time, Knitting/Crocheting Group,
NC Works, Clara The Witch, Sandhills Community College Basic Skills Computer
Classes, Saturday Halloween Movies, Crafts with Megan & Irene, Wednesday
Afternoon Movie, Build Your Self-Esteem with Misty Clark.
DAYS OPEN
DOOR COUNT
REFERENCE
QUESTIONS
INTERNET USE
PAGES FAXED
PAGES SCANNED
Volunteer Hours
ADULT PROGRAMS:
Committee Meeting
Knitting & Crocheting Club
SCC
Crafts with Megan & Irene
Rachel Brower Book Club
“The Tea Girl of
Hummingbird Lane” by
Lisa See
NC Works – Job
Self-Esteem with Misty
Clark
Puzzles
JUVENILE
PROGRAMS:
Saturday Afternoon
Halloween Movies
Pre School Story Time
Hope Academy Story Time
Book Buddies

2018
21
1966
434

ATTENDANCE

150
17
43
7.5
17
1
4
7
1
1

82
7
30
21
7
6

1
1

1
4

1
24

6
513

4

20

4
13
1

77
238
16

Wednesday Afternoon
Movie Fun
Clara The Witch
Conference Room
(Non-Library)
DMV
PATRONS ADDED
CHECKOUTS/RENEWAL
HOLDS PLACED

1

4

1
1

158
27

1
8
1867
213

27

Upcoming programs:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Knitting/Crocheting Group continues to meet from 2-5pm every Tuesday.
Upcoming Committee meeting will be Monday, November 5 @ 10 AM.
Pre-School Story Time meets every Thursday Morning @ 10 AM
Hope Academy Story Time every Wednesday @ 9:15AM, 10AM & 10:45AM.
Book Buddies 11:15 AM-12:15 PM, 2nd Thursday of each month.
DMV-Tuesday, November 18 from 10-4PM
Sandhills Community College Basic Skills Computer Class, New Session started
Oct. 13 and will run through Nov. 17th. They meet Tuesday evenings from 5:307:30PM and Saturday from 10AM-12PM.
Saturday Afternoon Movies Nov. 3 & 10 @ 12:15PM
NC Works Career Center - 2nd & 4th Thursday each month- 2-5PM
Lego Day – Friday, November 9th 2018
Atonement by Ian McEwan Book/Movie November 13 @ 5 PM
Library will be closed November 22-24 for Thanksgiving.
Rachel Brower Book Club “Plainsong” by Kent Haruf will meet
Dec. 4th @ 5PM
Christmas Program with Santa & Mrs. Claus-Dec. 11th @ 5:30PM

Projects:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hung fliers around town and sent info to Town Hall for upcoming programs.
Prepared Library Report and Schedule of Programs & Events.
Borrowing Book Club Books from our SRLS Region for all our book clubs.
Choosing Books for the next book clubs.
Weeding old books/dvd’s as new ones arrive.
Making up fliers for all upcoming programs.
Decorating the Library as seasons are changing.
Setting up new displays.
Changed Display Case over To Halloween. Next will be a Thankful for Our
Library Display.
• Getting prizes for Monthly Contests at all branches.
• Major Closet Overhaul coming soon.
• Cleaned inside bookdrop.

NEW BUSINESS

DISCUSSION &
POSSIBLE ACTION

ROBBINS
COMPENSATION
STUDY
Tyler James
Anaylst
NCGrowth
Carolyn Fryberger
Economic Development Manager
NCGrowth
John Quinterno
Principal
South by North Strategies
NCGrowth
Advisory Board Member

People ∙ Business ∙ Community
www.ncgrowth.unc.edu

ROBBINS
COMPENSATION
STUDY

People ∙ Business ∙ Community
www.ncgrowth.unc.edu

NCGROWTH is an EDA University Center housed at the Kenan Institute for Private
Enterprise that helps businesses and communities create good jobs and equitable
opportunities through applied research and technical assistance. With a passionate
staff and a dynamic pool of graduate student analysts, we partner with businesses,
communities, governments and other organizations to tackle outcome-based economic
development and entrepreneurship projects. NCGrowth is funded by the Frank Hawkins
Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, US Economic Development Administration,
GoldenLEAF Foundation, US Department of Agriculture, and the Z Smith Reynolds
Foundation.

AUTHORS
Tyler James
Anaylst, NCGrowth
Tyler is a first-year MBA candidate at UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School. He holds
a B.S. from North Carolina State University’s Poole College of Management in 2012
with a major in finance and minor in economics. Tyler spent two and a half years in
various roles within Credit Suisse’s investment bank before moving to fixed-income
investment research at Barings, a global investment firm with over $275B in assets
under management, prior to enrolling in business school. Tyler grew up as an avid
horseman in Sanford, NC, riding and competing event horses throughout the east
coast and training out of Southern Pines, NC prior to attending college. In addition,
Tyler serves as a UNC MBA Nonprofit Board Consultant for the Chapel Hill-Carrboro
Public School Foundation and enjoys playing tennis and learning woodworking in
his spare time.

Carolyn Fryberger
Economic Development Manager, NCGrowth
Carolyn leads NCGrowth’s economic development research and client projects across
North Carolina. She works with local government and community clients to develop
and pursue strategies addressing downtown revitalization, business retention and
expansion, and economic development planning. Prior to graduate school Carolyn
worked 2.5 years in local government for a small North Carolina town.
Carolyn holds a Master’s degree in City and Regional Planning from UNC Chapel Hill
with a specialization in Economic Development.

RESEARCH ADVISOR
John Quinterno
Principal, South by North Strategies
NCGrowth Advisory Board Member
John Quinterno is the author of the book Running the Numbers: A Practical Guide
to Regional Economic and Social Analysis (New York: Routledge). Over the course
of his career, Quinterno has directed applied research projects into matters of
labor economics, workforce development, regional policy, social insurance, and
postsecondary education, and his writings on policy matters have appeared in
numerous publications. Quinterno is a visiting lecturer at the Sanford School of
Public Policy at Duke University, where he teaches regional analysis. A graduate of
the University of Notre Dame (BA) and the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
(MPA), Quinterno has resided in Chapel Hill since 2000.

Special thanks to NCGrowth Analysts Mary Ann Osiecka and Kelly Gaston for data analysis and review.
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Introduction
In today's competitive business environment, towns in central North Carolina offer low costs of conducting business, high
quality of life, and a skilled workforce—all key selling points for businesses seeking to expand or relocate operations. The
Town of Robbins, in partnership with local employers, engaged NCGrowth to conduct a compensation study to help the
town articulate this labor market opportunity to businesses interested in expanding or locating new facilities in Robbins.
Located in northwestern Moore County, the Town of Robbins was historically a textile town. The local economy has
struggled to recover after losing much of its manufacturing base in the 1990s. In recent years, the town has attracted new
industries due to its competitive wages, low cost of living, small town amenities, and proximity to urban centers. The most
notable example of these new industries is Situs, an international commercial real estate consulting firm, which has had
its largest location in Robbins since 2007. Situs currently employs 100 people at the Robbins location with a capacity for
300. The Situs example clearly shows a successful business model can be deployed in the area which supports rural job
creation and reduces cost.
This report provides analysis of a survey of local employers conducted to better understand the labor market opportunity
for further business expansion in the region. In addition, existing business will be able to leverage the analysis to
benchmark current compensation levels against prevailing rates in the area, thereby helping shape recruitment efforts and
compensation planning.

Survey Methodology
NCGrowth conducted a targeted survey effort in conjunction with local businesses, Moore County Partners in Progress,
the Regional Partnership Workforce Development Board and the Town of Robbins in the spring of 2018. Compensation
data in the area was collected through a ten-question survey distributed to HR managers at private firms in Moore, Lee,
Montgomery and Randolph Counties.
Ten organizations responded to the survey, representing employers throughout Moore, Montgomery and Lee counties.
The survey focused on major employers in the area, public and private, that have frequent job openings and a broad base
of employees in each of the job functions considered. Collectively the ten respondents employ a total of 6,353 people in
26 facilities across the three-county area, representing 9% of the workforce1 . In focusing on major employers instead of
small, locally owned businesses, the survey captures compensation data that represents true market rates and summarizes
positions that employees are likely to consider in a job change. A list of survey respondents is included in the appendix of
this report.
The survey asked employers to report data relating to prevailing pay rates for entry-level, professional employees by job
function and education level. For the purpose of this report, “professional” is defined as office functions that would be
transferable across companies and industries. The primary functions this report considers, based on employer provided
data, are the following:
•

Accounting/financial analysts

•

Administrative and office support functions

•

Information technology functions

•

Customer service and marketing

Compensation for the above positions was reported by education level to examine the effect that educational achievement
has on wages across similar job functions. The educational attainment groupings this report considers are the following:
•

Bachelor’s degree graduate with little to no work experience

•

Community college and associate’s degree graduates with little to no work experience

•

High school graduate with less than 10 years of work experience
Total employment in the three-county region was 69,367 in 2016, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics Quarterly Census of Employment and
Wages.

1

1
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Aggregate Findings
Table one below summarizes the survey responses for entry-level salaries in the target professional job functions by
education level. Overall reported entry-level salaries ranged from a minimum of $22,000 to a maximum of $66,000 with
a mean of $34,518. This mean is slightly below the 2016 average annual wage for the three-county area of $36,600, as
reported by the BLS Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages. Note that all averages reported herein are company
weighted, with data collected from firms which were then averaged without weighing by company size.
Bachelor's Degree
Job Function

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Accounting or Financial
Analyst

31,000

50,000

39,220

IT or Systems Support

31,000

66,000

43,500

Administrative Assistant

25,000

52,000

36,100

Sales Support or Customer
Service

27,000

40,000

33,830

Community College/Associates Degree
Job Function

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Accounting or Financial
Analyst

25,000

39,000

32,625

IT and/or Systems Support

35,000

64,000

43,330

Administrative Assistant

20,000

44,000

30,110

Sales Support and/or Customer
Service

25,000

35,000

29,330

High School Graduate
Job Function

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Accounting or Financial
Analyst

23,000

42,000

32,290

IT and/or Systems Support

23,000

62,000

35,830

Administrative Assistant

23,000

46,000

30,710

Sales Support and/or Customer
Service

22,000

35,000

26,400

Table 1. Entry level salaries in target professional job functions by education level. Data Source: employer survey conducted by NCGrowth in spring 2018,
author analysis.

As expected, the data shows that compensation generally increases as education level increases. Anecdotal information
from conversations with surveyed employers suggests that salary growth is much more rapid for college graduates and that
college graduates are more likely to see opportunities for upward mobility. The data shows that, though salaries increase
with each additional level of education, the difference between high school and associate’s degrees is not as great as
between associate’s and bachelor’s. Anecdotal information implied that upward mobility and salary growth are severely
limited for employees holding only a high school diploma and that the bulk of these employees would see limited salary
growth and opportunity for promotion, particularly in fields outside of information technology where certifications and
training courses can more readily offset formal education. Employers indicated that promotions to management positions
were almost exclusively limited to employees with at least a bachelor’s degree.
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Salary Variance Based on Employer Size
In this section survey data is analyzed based on employer size. Here employer size is defined by total number of employees,
in the surveyed region and beyond. Respondents were grouped into three size categories based on their total number of
employees, in Robbins and beyond: under 1,000 employees, 1,000-5,000 employees, and over 5,000 employees.
These categories were chosen to show differences by size while still maintaining anonymity of respondents. It is important
to note though that within the sample there is a high correlation industry type and employer size, so it is difficult to untangle
the effects of each factor.

Average Entry-Level Salary by Employer Size
$45
$40
$35

41.0
33.3

$30

30.5

$25
$20
$15
$10
$5
$0

<1000

1000-5000

5000+

Total Employees

Figure 1. Average entry-level Salary by employer size. Data Source: employer survey conducted by NCGrowth in spring 2018, author analysis

In aggregate, there is not a direct relationship between employer size and entry-level pay (Figure 2). For employers under
1,000 total employees average entry-level pay is $33,350, for those between 1,000 and 5,000 employees it is $30,475 and
for those with over 5,000 employees it is $40,950. This is partly due to the fact that different organizations reported different
positions, educational levels, etc. For example, only the largest employers reported IT salaries, while everyone reported
Administrative Assistants, so Administrative Assistant salaries, which tend to be lower, are over-weighted in some samples.
In considering the impact of company size on salary levels, it should also be noted that most larger firms surveyed are
located outside of Moore County and within a commutable distance from the Triangle and Research Triangle Park (RTP).
This increases the competitive pressure for premium compensation in order to draw talent from the large and sophisticated
employer network within RTP and urban centers in Durham and Raleigh. Companies within Moore County are more
insulated from these competitive pressures given the long commute time from urban centers in Raleigh, Durham, and their
immediate neighbors.
Publicly available data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics supports the premise that salary figures for the roles examined
increase with the overall size of the company. Two factors are likely account for this trend. First, larger companies have
greater access to capital to hire and retain competent workers and thus are able to pay higher wages. Second, larger firms
have a greater need for technical roles like IT that tend to command higher salaries.

Salary Variance Based on Employer Size and Job Function
When further broken out by position the data indicates that for some roles, specifically accounting/financial analyst and IT
job functions, there is a correlation between employer size and entry-level pay, with larger employers offering higher entrylevel salaries (Figure 2 & 3) This trend varies based on education level, holding strongest for employees with a bachelor’s
degree.
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Community college and high school graduates in accounting and IT roles both command the highest entry-level salaries
with large firms (over 5,000 employees). Mid-sized employers offer the lowest entry-level salary for high school graduates,
and are competitive with the smallest employers for community college graduates. This may present an opportunity for
small and mid-sized employers to more effectively compete for talent by slightly increasing pay or increasing the availability
of employer sponsored online bachelor’s degree programs and similar education benefits.

Accounting/Financial Analyst

Average Entry-Level Salary by Education
$60
$50
$40
$30

33.0 31.5

40.7

37.0

36.0 38.0

41.5

27.5 29.5

$20
$10
$0

<1,000

1,000 - 5,000

5,000+

Total Employees
High School

Community College

Bachelor's Degree

Figure 2: Average entry-level salary for Accounting/Financial Analyst position by employer size and employee education. Data Source: Employer survey
conducted by NCGrowth in spring 2018, author analysis

Information Technology

Average Entry-Level Salary by Education
$60
$50
$40

33.3

40.0 41.0

39.7 37.7

$30

46.0

50.0

54.0

23.0

$20
$10
$0

<1,000

1,000 - 5,000

5,000+

Total Employees
High School

Community College

Bachelor's Degree

Figure 3: Average entry-level salary for Information Technology position by employer size and employee education. Data Source: Employer survey
conducted by NCGrowth in spring 2018, author analysis
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Across all job functions, IT commands the highest starting salary, regardless of education level with an average entrylevel salary of $37,739. Given higher average salaries and less variance across education levels, IT positions represent
the most appealing option for rural workers looking to change jobs, particularly for workers without a bachelor’s degree.
Employment in IT related fields is expected to grow by 13% over the next ten years, according to the US Bureau of Labor
Statistics, with subfields like web development and technical support requiring only an associate’s degree or technical
certification. Regional growth in IT employment stands to benefit from the strong network of community colleges in the
region who offer convenient, affordable, and high-quality training programs in IT. High workforce potential and a low cost
of doing business leave the region well positioned to make a major push into IT based employment growth over the next
five to ten years. Mid-sized to large companies with an existing footprint in the area should examine the feasibility of shifting
IT support functions from higher cost centers to central NC to both save costs for the overall business and strengthen
employment in the local workforce.
Within administrative assistance and customer service functions the overall trend shows that again the largest employers
are offering the highest entry-level salaries across all education levels. Interestingly though, mid-sized employers are
offering the lowest entry-level salaries across all education levels in these job functions (Figure 4 & 5).

Administrative Assistant

Average Entry-Level Salary by Education
$60
$50
37.6

$40
$30

28.7 30.0

37.0 37.0
27.5 25.7

41.5

30.0

$20
$10
$0

<1,000

1,000 - 5,000

5,000+

Total Employees
High School

Community College

Bachelor's Degree

Figure 4: Average entry-level salary for Administrative Assistant position by employer size and employee education. Data Source: Employer survey
conducted by NCGrowth in spring 2018, author analysis
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Customer Service

Average Entry-Level Salary by Education
$60
$50
40.0

$40
$30

27.3

30.3

33.0
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$20
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5,000+
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Figure 5: Average entry-level salary for Customer Service position by employer size and employee education. Data Source: Employer survey conducted by
NCGrowth in spring 2018, author analysis

Customer service positions are the job group most evenly correlated with education level likely due to variations in specific
job functions within the category. Call centers for example generally require little to no education, and salary levels correlate
with the lack of technical skill needed for these customer service positions. For more educated workers, customer service
positions are typically more marketing focused and may offer opportunities for upward mobility, particularly in larger
companies; however, the data does not present customer service positions as an opportunity for material employment
growth in the area for educated workers. Larger companies surveys did not uniformly report hiring for customer service or
marketing jobs in the region, further supporting the assumption that growth in these functions will not be captured in the
region, outside of call centers.

Variations Across Industries
Across industries, one notable finding is the relative strength in pay for government, non-profit, and education (GNE)
employers relative to their private peers in the area. Outside of bachelor’s degree holders in accounting/financials analyst
positions, GNE salaries exceed or match that of financial services in all job functions when compared across education
levels. Given the sheer number and variety of positions offered by GNE employers, more workers without a four-year degree
may leave financial services for GNE positions which may offer comparable pay and lower stress. Upward mobility is the
key unknown that may prevent this trend from occurring as salary growth tends to be more limited in the public sector. To
retain workers, private employers should clearly outline opportunities for internal advancement and future salary growth,
particularly highlighting steps for undereducated workers to take to position themselves for promotions and increased
pay. Company culture may also serve as a key differentiator for worker retention. Figures 6 through 9 below show average
compensation levels by education for each job function considered in the survey, presented with the employer industry on
the horizontal axis and average salary on the vertical axis.
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Accounting/Financial Analyst
$70
$60
$50
40.7

$40
$30

27.5

37.6
32.3

29.5

42.0

39.0

43.0

32.6

$20
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Gov/Edu/Health

Manufacturing & Consumer

Employer Industry
High School

Community College

Bachelor's Degree

Figure 6: Average entry-level salary for Accounting/Financial Analyst position by employer industry and employee education. Data Source: Employer
survey conducted by NCGrowth in spring 2018, author analysis

Information Technology
$70
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66.0
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23.0

$20
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Figure 7: Average entry-level salary for Information Technology position by employer industry and employee education. Data Source: Employer survey
conducted by NCGrowth in spring 2018, author analysis
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Administrative Assistant
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Figure 8: Average entry-level salary for Administrative Assistant position by employer industry and employee education. Data Source: Employer survey
conducted by NCGrowth in spring 2018, author analysis
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Figure 9: Average entry-level salary for Customer Service position by employer industry and employee education. Data Source: Employer survey
conducted by NCGrowth in spring 2018, author analysis

Employment Benefits
Nine out of ten survey participants provide health insurance, 401Ks, life insurance, and paid vacation to fulltime entry-level
employees regardless of education level (Table 2). These benefits likely differ by specific employer in terms of quality and
amount but at this general level benefit provision is not a differentiating factor among employers surveyed.
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The data does suggest opportunity for differentiation in career development benefits like education support and mentoring
which were offered by approximately half of the employers surveyed. These benefits could be particularly appealing to
employees without a four-year degree and provide companies with a powerful tool to both develop and retain workers.
Not only offering but encouraging participation in these programs can be a key avenue for companies to differentiate
themselves in the workforce and is a crucial step in developing the regional workforce and encouraging further business
expansion in the area.
Bachelors Degree

Associates Degree

High School Diploma

Health Insurance

10

10

9

401K

10

10

9

Life Insurance

10

10

9

Paid Vacation

10

10

9

Paid Sick Leave

9

9

8

Professional Training and
Certifications

9

9

7

Education Support (Tuition
Reimbursement)

6

6

5

Mentors and Career Planning

5

5

3

Other

2

2

2

Table 2: Count of surveyed employers providing different benefits by education level of employee. Data Source: Employer survey conducted by NCGrowth
in spring 2018, author analysis.

Insights from Publicly Available Data
The following table outlines the economic profile of towns where surveyed employers have a physical presence and shows
a comparison to state and national figures. In addition to variances in size and general economic health, the towns also vary
in their respective workforces and business environments.
2016 ACS 5-Year Demographic Estimates
Location

Population

Median Age

% of Population Below
Poverty Level

Number of
Companies

Median
Household
Income

Total Housing
Units

Robbins

1,356

30.3

52.4%

-

22,366

591

Aberdeen

7,107

34.3

15.6%

698

49,104

3,238

Carthage

2,644

38.1

17.6%

353

36,842

1,093

Pinebluff

1,284

42.5

12.3%

-

49,038

551

Pinehurst

15,522

60.1

1.7%

1,825

78,338

8,892

Sanford

29,048

35.2

22.6%

2,440

42,070

11,750

Southern Pines

13,258

50.3

14.5%

1,779

47,235

7,162

Vass

666

40.3

13.5%

-

26,719

344

Whispering Pines

3,125

40.8

4.3%

293

71,731

1,150

Troy

3,430

34.6

43.6%

290

26,379

1,507

North Carolina

9,940,828

38.3

16.8%

805,985

48,256

4,453,767

United States

318,558,162

37.7

15.1%

27,626,360

55,322

134,054,899

Table 3. Economic profile of towns where surveyed employers have a physical presence. Data Source: 2016 ACS 5-year population estimates, census.
gov, author analysis
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Due to the small size of the towns considered in the analysis, reliable public workforce and economic data at the town
level was limited primarily to high-level census information. Publicly available data relating to industry and job functions
in the towns considered showed margins of error that exceeded 50% of the reported averages, a level of variance that
materially drew into question the validity of the data presented and rendered it inadequate for the purposes of this analysis.
Considering this, this analysis focuses exclusively on conclusive data around aggregate economic factors verified through
census research.
As shown in the table above, the poverty rate tends to decrease and the median property value tends to increase as the
median age of residents increases. This verifies the assumption that Pinehurst, Southern Pines, and others remain highly
appealing retirement destinations for wealthier transplants drawn to the area’s equestrian and golf centers. While these
areas are economically healthier than their neighbors, their aging workforce and high property values do not present an
appealing opportunity for business expansion. Instead, these retirement hubs can be viewed as a resource for younger and
less economically stable towns as they seek to recruit new employers and support business expansion. Retired residents
in these towns may welcome the opportunity to remain involved in business in an advisory or mentoring capacity, either by
serving on local boards and commissions to implement economic development strategies or by being involved in programs
that connect them to new business owners as mentors.

Education
The table below outlines education levels for the towns included in the study where education levels were publicly available.
Educational Attainment by Town - % of Population Age 25 or Older

Robbins

Aberdeen

Carthage

Pinehurst

Sanford

Southern
Pines

Vass

Survey
Average

North
Carolina

United
States

<9th Grade

15%

3%

5%

1%

9%

5%

7%

6%

5%

6%

Some High
School

19%

10%

6%

1%

12%

3%

11%

9%

9%

8%

High
School
Graduate

32%

19%

33%

15%

24%

17%

26%

24%

26%

28%

Some
College

15%

23%

22%

17%

23%

20%

27%

21%

22%

21%

Associate's
Degree

10%

14%

13%

10%

9%

7%

7%

10%

9%

7%

Bachelor's
Degree

5%

24%

14%

33%

17%

26%

16%

19%

19%

19%

Graduate
Degree

4%

7%

8%

23%

6%

21%

5%

11%

10%

12%

Total
Population
25 Years+

751

4,663

1,725

12,848

18,544

10,395

432

7,051

6,684,672

n/a

Table 4. Educational attainment levels in study area towns. Data Source: 2016 ACS 5-year population estimates, census.gov, author analysis.

Supporting the findings outlined in the previous section, Southern Pines and Pinehurst are by far the most educated towns
in the region with over 20% of residents holding a graduate degree. This further underlines the resources these towns may
provide to drive economic expansion in their less successful neighboring towns. Given median ages, it can be logically
assumed that the majority of these highly educated residents are no longer in the workforce and may be a resource for
business expansion efforts in towns where their knowledge and experience would be valued and appreciated.
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In addition, the chart below shows the material impact that town outliers can have when analyzing data at the county level.
Educational attainment serves as a reliable indicator of an area’s overall economic health. When comparing educational
attainment for Moore County including and excluding Pinehurst and Southern Pines, public data confirms that these two
towns are skewing the true economic position of Moore County. When Pinehurst and Southern Pines are excluded, the
percentage of residents 25 and older with less than an associate’s degree jumps nine percentage points, bringing Moore
County in line with Lee, Montgomery, and Harnett Counties.

Educational Attainment by County - % of Population Age 25 or
Older
64%

12%

55%

25%

11%

34%

76%

10%

68%

11%

70%

0%

10%

< Associate's Degree

20%

30%

7%
40%

Associate's Degree

21%

10%

54%
50%

60%

15%

19%

39%
70%

80%

90%

100%

Bachelor's Degree or <

Figure 10. Educational attainment in study area counties. Data Source: 2016 ACS 5-year population estimates, census.gov, author analysis

In towns like Robbins and Sanford that have not seen the benefits associated with retirement hubs, leveraging area
community colleges will be key in developing a marketable and productive workforce to draw in new businesses. With
over 34% of residents not completing high school and an average age of 30.3, Robbins is both the least educated and
youngest town included in the survey. A young workforce is a valuable resource, however, and younger residents are more
likely to be open to opportunities to complete and further their education. Efforts should be focused on increasing the
number of residents enrolling in the local community college to complete high school and pursue technical training or an
associate’s degree targeted towards the positions discussed in this study, particularly IT and accounting/finance positions.
This also reinforces the finding that premium benefits like career mentorship and continuing education support may be
incredibly valuable for both employer and employee and should be viewed as a major source of differentiation and worker
retention and development.

Conclusion
These data suggest an opportunity for area employers and town leadership to focus on developing an IT workforce and
expanding the presence of IT operations in the region. Area community colleges can be the driving force behind developing
an appealing IT workforce and strongly supplement the economic benefits of low labor costs and affordable land prices
that the region offers employers. Workforce development programs conducted in partnership between employers and
community colleges, such as apprenticeships, can also be used to create and support this talent pipeline.
In terms of industry recruitment, IT relocation to the area provides national and global employers with a means to diversify
their geographic risk from natural disasters and other unexpected events. By establishing an IT presence away from their
primary office, employers can continue operations and reduce the risk of severe technological failure should an unexpected
event impact system networks or employees’ ability to conduct critical systems maintenance.
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IT support and other basic IT functions that many employers have shifted overseas could be moved to towns in central NC
whose low cost of doing business would still reduce labor costs while avoiding language, time-zone, and cultural barriers
frequently seen in outsourcing. Based on data provided by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the national average salary for
Computer User Support Specialists, a basic IT support function, is $50,696, well above the $37,739 average IT salary in the
towns surveyed in this report. Town leadership can point to successful precedents set by companies like Situs who have
already established a feasible business model for “insourced” job relocation in presenting their case to employers looking
to expand or relocate. Such companies can also be viewed as partners in developing a talent pipeline that will attract
additional employers like them.
To increase their competitive position, employers with an existing presence in the region should focus on expanding benefits
to include support for higher education and technical training, specifically emphasizing IT training. These benefits should
not only be offered, but marketed and encouraged, with employers highlighting the future salary growth attainable through
education and offering mentors to support and coach employees. Both online degree programs and area community
colleges are key resources for developing employees and costs covered by the employer should vest over a specified
period of time (approximately 3 to 5 years) to ensure employees are retained after completing continuing education. This
creates a mutually beneficial dynamic that will increase productivity and decrease turnover for the employer and provide a
platform for salary growth and upward mobility for the employee. It also establishes an employee base from which to build
future IT growth in the area and positions employees who embrace educational opportunities to move into management
positions as that growth is realized.
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APPENDIX - SURVEYED EMPLOYERS
Coty
Dixon Hughes Goodman
Eaton Corporation (Golf Pride)
First Bank
FirstHealth
Montgomery Community College
Moore County Chamber
Moore County Government
Sandhills Community College
Situs
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